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Run Off and New
Elections to be Held
Thursday

nv

Elections Committee
Relieved ofDuties

By Ruth L. Tisdale
Hilltop Staff Writer

By David Johns
Hilltop Staff Writer
Monday, ,general elections
votes were tallied and
announced. For HUSA, there
would be a run off election
between J a'Ron Smith and
Tarshima Williams' "The Plan,"
and Daniel Blakemore and
Faith Walls' "Restoration." For
undergraduate trustee, a run
off between Kareem Merrick
and Jacques Purvis was to take
place.
.
Charles Coleman was elected
graduate trustee.
But within hours, at. an
Ht.ePUOl'O
emergency General Assembly
meeting, grievances against Corey Cunningham will no
elections were discussed and longer serve as Elections
the undergraduate t rustee Chair.
results were thrown out.
The General Assembly decided to hold another round of new elections chair and coelections on Thu rsday. The chair ; Larry Brown Jr., a repreHUSA race will still be a run sentative from the School of
off, but the undergraduate Communications and Stefanie
trustee race will be done over Brown, a representative from
completely. In addition, local the School of Business, respe,celections in the School of tively.
Communications
and
"Something has to be done to
Pharmacy, Nursing and Allied restore a sense of integrity to
Health, will be held on the
elections
process,"
Thursday.
Sophomore Kourtney Purham
The elections committee said. "The candidates worked
headed by Corey Cunningham
was relieved of their duties.
See ELECTIONS page B2
The General Assembly voted on

CBC Chair
Speaks at
Charter
Day Friday

Pl IOTO BY Cl L\SDR,\ A.'1>1Jt5 0N

Team Platinum members from left, l_(yle Bacon, Kwaku Gyabaah and Lawrence Garrett
said the Elections Committee broke a contract with them and owes the group ~ 00.
Above, the group holds the contract signed by Elections Chair, Corey Cunningham.

Elections Breaks 'Contract'
With Team Platinum for $500
By David Johns
Hilltop Staff Writer

advertising on handbills, flyers and a banner to be hung in
Blackburn.
While students, faculty
However, after noticing
and University staff await , no advertising was done by
election
results,
Team General Elections on behalf of
Platinum waits for the return Team Plat inum, the group
of money contributed but asked for a refund on their
never used by General contribution.
E.lections.
Team Platinum member
Team Platinum, a busi- and senior international business-marketing group affiliat- ness major Kyle Bacon said
ed with Pre-Paid Legal although several attempts
Services, agreed to contribute have been made on behalf of
$500 to General Elections to the group to secure a refund,
subsidize the costs of advertis- nothing has been done.
ing, facilitating and conduct"I have worked with elecing elections in exchange for lions for the past few years

Charter Day Dinner a Success

and know the challenges faced
by General Elections," Bacon
said. "Fiscally it was a ,vay to
do away with some of the
recurring problems and level
the playing field for the candidates."
The drafting of a contract
and the exchange of $500 for
outlined promises - none of
which have been fulfilled,
facilitated the ide:i, originated
by
Corey
Cunningham,
General Elections Chair.
"!twas important for us to

See PLATINUM page B2

The themes of reconstruction and empowerment resonat ed through the 136th.
Charter Day program. Elijah
Cummings, chairman of the
Congressional Black Caucus,
brought the Charter Day
address.
During the ceremony
Cunlmings was awarded the
Doctor of Laws Honoris Causa.
While Cummings was being
presented,
President H.
Patrick Swygert read some of
Cumming's many accomplishments in the field of politics.
"You [Cummings) were
·elected to the Maryland House
of Representatives in 1980 and
served 16 years before being
elected to the House of
Representatives in 1996 where
you have served five consecutive terms," Swygert said.
"Congressman Cummings also
serves on numerous Maryland
boards
and commission
includ ing the Morgan State
University Board of Regents
and the Dunbar-Hopkins
Health Partnership Executive
Board."
Before Cummings began
his address , bis daught1e1.
Jennifer Cummings, senior at
Howard Un iversity, gave a
heartfelt introduction.

See CHAIR page A9

Hussein Says
U.S., U.K. Liars
By Ria Marie Davis
Hilltop Staff Writer

.. The Charter Day dinner, an annual fund-raising evt:;nt where Howard alumni are honored, was a success
this yea r. Ticket s a les alone raised over $1 million. Oleta Ada ms performed, Ossie Davis lead awa rds
ceremonies.

Amnesty International For~m
Grabs ·student Attention
By Kellie Carter
Hilltop StaffWi;iter

human and civil rights and pro"Our biggest concern tllis
viding avenues of activism to year is bringing activism to
combat justice.
Howard through all venues,"
The yellow flyers which read,
The program addressed the Tucker said. "All are welcome; we
"How to Make a Negro" caught myths of the Willie Lynch letter )ust want to bring awareness."
the attention of several students and spread truth about discrimiTucker believes that in light
in their building-to-building nation and injustices throughout of the impending war and the war
commute.
America and the world.
on globalization, Amnesty
Howard
University's
.Akilah Tucker, a sophomore thought the Willie Lynch letter
Amnesty International Chapter economics major and campus was appropriate to address.
hosted the pror3in on Thursday. committee coordinator for
According to core members,
The groups purpose is based Amnesty International tackles Amnesty International is growing
on connecting the principles of apathy.
in numbers and the events hosted

by the organization have attracted the attendance of many stu-

dents on campus, but they want
to reach more.
"We feel that the support
we're getting is good, but we want
to fill Cramton. It's good to fill a
smart room, but our goal is to
have the whole campus
involved," Tucker said.

See NEGRO page A9

The U.S. and Britain have
· put forward a new resolution citing Mar. 17, St. Patrick's Day as
the "final deadline for Iraq to
fully comply with Security
Council resolutions, calling on it
to give up weapons of mass
destruction."
A vote on the new resolution,,vhich must be supported by
nine out of the 15 members of
the Security Council, is being
pushed by the U.S. for today or
rlfOTO C'()U'RTP:i\' 01 ,1 \\ ~.YAIICXH'O\I
soon after. French President
Jacques Chirac said that this Saddam Hussein.
"ultimatum resolution is not
acceptable and therefore will not
be accepted by France." In addi- in hours."
On Friday, Blix's report to
tion· President Chirac is calling
the
Security
Council stated that
for an "emergency summit of .
Iraq
might
still have "up to
Security Council members in
search of a compro1uise on 10,000 liters of anthrax, scud
missile warheads fitted with
Iraq."
deadly
biological and chemical
France has been headstrong
agents
and
pilot-Jess aircraft, or
in its denunciation of what it
"drones"
that
far exceed the 150
terms as an "Anglo-American
kilometer(93
mile)
limit allowed
haste to take military action,"
by the U.N." However, EIBaradei
~nd along with Germany and
Russia have threatened to veto said there was no evidence that
the new resolution authorizing the country had restarted its
nuclear weapons program.
an assault on fraq.
British Foreign Secretary
Russian Foreign Minister
Jack
Straw said that Blix's report
Igor Ivanov has cautioned that
was
"a
shocking indictment of
"the United States would stand
.
the
record
of Saddam Hussein's
in violation of the U.N. charter if
deception
and
deceit, but above
it attacked Iraq without a mandate from the Security Council." all, of the danger which he poses
If the proposed resolution is to the region and to the world."
In a statement Saddam
ratified, it is said that the U.S.
Hussein
argued that "the chief
would adhere to the Mar. 17
weapons
inspectors had exposed
deadline, but if rejected,
what
he
called American lies
President George W. Bush might
simply "address the nation and
send his troops into battle with- See HUSSEIN page A9

Voices Emergency Loans Help Students

&
Views
What do you
think about this
year's
elections?

Kristen Williams
Junior
COBIS
"I think th:11 overall it ,hould
be more org:mited."

By Janelle A. \'\lilliams

Contributing Writer
College students are not only
faced with academic and social
pressures, but are very often faced
with financial challenges. An
emergency loan in many cases is
an option for qualified students.
Howard University's emergency loan was established to
assist student• who experience
temporaiy cash flow problems.
The application for an emergency
loan states, "funds are available to
meet emergency educational
expenses, which can not be
deferred."
According
to
Alvedo
Alexander, who is an employee in
the Office of Financial Aid,
Scholarship
and
Student
Employment, students request
HU PHOIO
emergency loans for a variety of
Emergency loans have helped some Howard students make ends meet.
reasons.
"Most people need loans for
rent or for books but sometimes
"It's just like ta.~es. The peo- a detailed application and quespeople try to get loans for petty from a variety of places. The
ple
with
more money always have tionnaire, which can be retrieved
$25.00
self-help
fee,
which
is
stuff such as spending money for
included
with
the
tuition
package,
to
help
pull
weight for people with in the Office of Financial Aid,
Spring Break or shopping,• said
is
one
source
of
funding
that
was
less
money,"
Simpson said. "Tax Scholarship
and
Student
Ale.xander. 'You have to specify
voted
on
and
established
by
studollars
pay
for
welfare
but
all
peoEmployment,
room
205
of the
what the money will be used for
Administration Building.
and it is best not to lie because dents for the specific purpose of ple aren't eligible for welfare."
Emergency loans are also
On the application, the stuthey perform background checks emergency aid.
funded
through
private
organiz.adent
must specify the requested
Many
students
complain
that
to ensure that your reason is
this self-help fee should not be tions, such as Alpha Kappa Alpha amount, the purpose of the loan,
valid."
.
Depending oo the availability included in tuition payments Sorority, along with alumnae the source of funds to repay the
of funds and repayment provi- because all are not eligible to groups such as the Class of 1960 loan and the expected date of
sions, loans are approved for lim- receive an emergency loan. Dentistry and the Class of 1952 repayment Students must also
ited sums. The maximum amount However, Ebony Simpson, a jun- Medicine.
ior journalism major, disagrees
In order to obtain an emerthat can be awarded is $500.00.
See LOAN page A9
with
that
idea.
gency
loan, students must submit
Emergency loans are funded

Departure of Green Shocks Students
By Ruth L. Tisdale
Hilltop Staff Writer

Mayo Loving
Senior
Adverlhing
"I've been here for four
year>. I've voted about 8

lime,. TI1cy need to put me
in charge:·

TI1e sudden departure of former Community Director of the
Tubman Quadrangle, Donna
Green, shocked residents and
staff alike.
Green told The Hilltop last
Friday she handed in letter of
resignation for May 2003.
The University accepted
Green's letter of resignation and
in an interview with The Hilltop .. .._ ...
Dean of Residence Llfo, Franklin
HI 1 l"ilOru
Chambers, said Green's notice to
vacate the premises on Friday, Donna Green,' (ormer community director of the Quad
February 28 was in the best inter- moves out after resigning last week.
est of the university.
Green said that she was Howard was rude.
me. She treated me like I was there
resigning for personal reasons.
"When I first came to Howard, the whole time."
Students agreed that Green people told me that the communiResident Assistant for third
did many things to help freshman ty director would be mean and floor Baldwin, Cora Atkinson, said
girls deal with being away from would not do anything to help me," that Green also looked out for her
home for the first time during her Johnson said. "When I met Miss even at Green's expense.
tenure as community director of Green my impression did a 180
"Miss Green was a nice person
the Quad.
degree tum. She has e.xcellent bal- and she always had my back,•
"I live in California so I was ance. She knows how to be nice Atkinson said. "When I didn't have
not able to go home for and she know how to be an author- anywhere to park my car, she gave
Thanksgiving,"
Antoinette ity figure all at the same time."
me her own personal parking
Johnson, freshman biology
Resident assistants also space."
major, said. "Miss Green cooked agreed that they enjoyed working
Many of the students were
Thanksgiving dinner for all of the with Green because of her person- shocked and disappointed to learn
girls who stayed in the dorms on ality and her demeanor.
Green would be leaving the posiThanksgiving. I don't know of any
"Miss Green was really open •tion of conununity director.
other administrator who would and approachable," Miznon
"I had just talked to Miss
do that for students."
Schley, graduate assistant for Green a month ago," Johnson said.
Johnson added that Green Crandall Hall. "I was a transfer •·when I found out that she
vanquished her preeonceived assistant from Bethune Annex. She resigned and had left I was
notion that all of the staff at made the transaction very easy on shocked. She was the reason why I

a

.,.,..

Joshua lllcrccr
Senior
JI.Jarketlni:
"At Ho\\ ard J'w l<•amed to
exJXct 1hc uncxix,1cd. In
the beginning of 1hc year I
couldn't get validuted. Now
it\ election,. :u the end it
"ill b<' graduation. Bm for
som(! rt.l~on I \\·ouldn', have
it any other way.

wanted to become a resident assistant I wanted to work with her."
Freshman biolog)' major
Ariana Green was not pleased with
bow Green was asked to leave.
"Under the conditions in
which she left it was very inappropriate," Ariana said. • I hope that
everything works out all right for
her."
Staff members were also
shocked to hear that Green would
be leaving the Quad in the middle
of the semester.
"I was shocked to see her go,"
Atkinson said. "Being a
Community Director is a very hard
task. I don't understand why she
had to leave, but I guess she had to
do what was best."
Amy Williams, resident assis•
tant for second floor Frazier, said
Green did her job of community
director well.
"She [Green] performed her
job very effectively," Williams said.
"She will be missed.•
The interim community director in the Quad is Roslyn Douglass.
She is a recent graduate from the
Howard University School of
Communication's Department of
Radio Television and Film.
Douglass previously served as the
Programs/Special
Events
Coordinator before transferring to
the Quad. As an undergraduate
student, she wmked as a student
assistant in the Howard Plaza
Towers.

Penny
Pincher
Contest
Comes
to HU
By Jodi Reid

Contributing Writer
Most college students
can relate to the statement
"I'm broke." Yet few know
bow to manage their money
to avoid being broke. The
Washington Post is sponsoring a contest to help students
make some e.~ cash and
share their ideas for pinching
pennies.
Every
Howard
University graduate or
undergraduate student is eligible to participate in the
Washington Post Penny
Pincher Contest
To participate in the contest, students must write a
200-\\'0rd or less statement
about their financial situation and how they save
money to make ends meet.
Students are asked to be honest and creative in demonstrating their most frugal
methods.
The
best
"Penny
Pinchers" will claim the following prii.es. Wmners will
be determined by the award
winning Washington Post
personal finance columnist
Michelle Singletruy. The winner will receive a prize of
$JOO, second place will
receive $75, and the third
place recipient will be awarded $50.
All e-mail entries should
be
sent
to
singletarym@washpost.com
by Mar. 28 by 5 p.m. You
must include your full name,
major, classification, phone
number, and e-mail address.
Singletary will announce
the winners at The
Washington Post/Howard
University financial planning
seminar on Apr. 7 in the
Blackburn Center Ballroom
from noon until 3 p.m.
The purpose of the seminar is to pl'O\~de information
to university students and
faculty about buying a home,
obtaining financial aid for
graduate and professional
schools, establishing credit,
starting a business, credit
co4nseling, personal debt
management, and financial
planning/investing.
The seminar will have
break out sessions led by
experts from various nonprofit organizations, government agencies and compa1ucs. Confirmed participants

See PENNY page A9

Teachi~g Conference Held at Howard
By Ruth L. Tisdale

Hilltop Staff Writer

Quine~ Kelly Jr.

Sophomore
Bioloio-

"1l1ey arc wasting the ca11did:11es • umc and money. TI,e
same thing happ<ned la<l
year. I .cssons ,hould ha\'('
l>ecn teamed."

A2

Howard University hosted
the second annual "Conference
on Culturally Appropriate
Teaching (CA'D: The Brilliance
Factor" on Thurs. in the
Blackburn University Center.
The conference addressed
some of the challenges in teaching African American children in
the public school system.
Ronald Ross, former superintendent of Mount Vernon
Schools in New York discussed
the different difficulties that he
faced ,yhen he took the position.
•When I first came to the dis-

trict, the teachers were mostly
white and the students were
mostly black," Ross said. "The
teachers felt that they could not
teach the children, but I quickly
changed the attitude of the teachers."

The former superintendent
said when he went to his assigned
school district, 33 percent of
fourth graders could read in the
whole district. However, upon
leaving Ross reported that over
80 percent of the fourth graders
could read and at some schools
100 percent.
Ross credits the effort taken
to guide teachers in the instruction of African American chi!-

clren.
The achievement gap that is
"We taught teachers the ele- present between white children
ments of teaching," Ross said. and African American children
"We tested the children week in was also a point of discussion.
and week out, and the children
Ross said that the Brown vs.
acl1ieved."
Board of Education case brought
Lois Harrison-Jones said the achievement gap between
that the only way that educators white children and African
could make a difference in the American children.
lives of African American stu"Before the Brown vs. Board
dents is to change the way that case, I attended a segregated high
teachers teach.
school and Howard University,"
"Many times educators think Ross said. •At these institutions I
that they can change witl1out saw black people who were succhanging their teaching style," cessful. I saw black people who
Harrison said. 'Teachers have to were doctors, teachers, princirealize that they can't change pals, and dentists. The teachers at
tilings without doing things dif- these schools encouraged chilferent."
dren to go to four-year institu-

The Hilltop

tions instead of community colleges."
Nancy lchinaga, an educator
from Inglewood, California, said
that educators fail to realize that
social class ought to be weighed
in when teaching.
"Many times teachers try to
teach poor children and middle
class children the same way and
that does not work," Ichinaga
said. "Poor children and middle
class children face different problems and they learn differently."
'!be conference also admonished teachers change tl1eir cur-

See TEACH page A9
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A 'Nibblett' of Women's Month with Lottie Egyptian
Fraternity Shines
Light on Howard

By Kellie Carter
Hilltop Staff Writer

March is widely celebrated as National Women's
History Month and Howard
University has a historical
treasure of its own: Lottie
Nibblett.
She has served as a custodian with the University for
over 16 years. Nibblett, to
many may be an ordinary
local
African
American
woman, but she has an
extraordinary past.
Raised in Clomax, VA.,
Nibblett (commonly referred
to as Miss Lottie) has experienced and endured the realities of sharecropping, integration and racism and survived strong and spiritual.
Nibblett's parents never
went further than the first
grade. Her parents Frank
James and Ella Nibblett created a family of four girls and
four boys. Sharecroppers all
their lives, they worked on
tobacco farms.
"Our shift started about
six in the morning at ended
mid to late afternoon,"
Nibblett says.
At the end of a hard day's
work, some sharecroppers
like Nibblett's father would
be paid in the form of hog
heads, eggs and meat.
Receiving compensation in
the form of money was rarely
an option and with eight children to feed, it had to do.
"We went to school and
when we were not in school
we were in the tobacco field,"

Nibblett recalls. "Starting
from May to September we
spent all day pulling the
leaves and harvesting. Then
in October, school would
start."
Nibblett can remember
having to travel 40 miles to
the nearest integrated school.
The Supreme Court Decision
of Brown v. the Board of education in 1955 left Nibblett at
age five, in a classroom full of
36 white children and 15
blacks.
"Segregation was a big
deal because at first it was all
black, it just seemed like salt
and pepper mixed up together," says Nibblett who
believes that segregation was
a good thing.
"I didn't like school. The
teacher called on all students
but the black ones, we had to
work hard to get a grade."
Nibblett endured fighting, being spit on, name calling and having children
knock her books out of her
hand at her school. But outside was another battle.
"When school was out,
men would be in their pickup
trucks, call black ch:ldren
names, and force us to run
into the woods behind the
school," Nibblett recounts.
"The school was in the middle of a field surrounded by
white people's houses."
The four-minute walk for
white children was a 40
minute ride for Blacks and
sometimes longer.
However, Nibblett is a
woman of few complaints

By Danielle Scruggs

PHOTO BY HARVEY JENKINS

Lottie Nibblett has worked for the University for over 16
years.

and a childlike spirit. She
remembers t]le nostalgia of
her past. She recalls the log
cabin house they lived in on a
hill about three miles from
the road, very beautiful, with
a wooden stove and heater.
All eight children were
born in that house. She envisions the space on wall where
she used to practice writing
her name.
When asked if her childhood was pleasant she
responds, "Oh yes, I had a lot
of fun playing house, swinging, gardening, fishing and
picking berries to make finger nail polish!"
'Miss Lottie' is a woman
who has learned hardship
throughout her life; she's

been in six car accidents and
was once hit by a drunk
police officer near Howard
University reservoir. She has
lost two siblings and a husband, but she maintains that
courage, contentment and
Christ have kept her.
Through it all, she
imparts her own personal
words of wisdom.
"I would rather for people to know that life is worth
living if you let God come
into your life first, you won't
look at what you have to lose,
you'll look at what you have
to gain because the Lord will
give it to you. I may not be
rich, but with Jesus I have it,
I don't worry about it."

to expand people's horizons
Hilltop Staff Writer
and let people know about
themselves to be of better
First there was Omega service for the community,"
Psi Phi. Next came Phi Beta Taylor said.
Sigma. Now, after overcomHe points out that Black
ing a four-year struggle to people need to have more
obtain its charter, a new exposure to their own histofraternity has been formed ry and learn more about the
at Howard: Shemsu-Heru.
accomplishments of their
However, there is one ancestors.
key difference. ShemsuAlonzo Evans, owner of
Heru is an Egyptian, not a the House of Khmet booktraditional Greek fraternity. store, is an honorary memShemsu-Heru is an ber and self-described menEgyptian term that means tor of Shemsu-Heru. He
"Sons of Light." The three offers a more detailed
main goals of Shemsu-Heru explanation of the fraterni. ,
are knowledge of self, com- ties purpose.
munity service and fellow"Egyptian civilization
ship. According to their preceded Greek civilization
mission statement the and fraternities are actually
founders and members of an ancient Egyptian moveShemsu-Heru want to "give ment," Evans said. "During
Howard students the oppor- 1906 to 1912, when Black
tunity to critically investi- fraternities were being
gate the traditions of their established, they didn't
ancient Kemetic ancestors know
about
ancient
in a systematic and holistic Egyptian societies and
faclhion."
based their fraternal moveFirst
year
African ment on the educational
Philosophy graduate stu- level of the time."
dent Adrian Taylor is
He further adds, "We
founder and president of want to resurrect our
Shemsu-Heru. He said he [African] ideas rather than
formed this Egyptian frater- foster European ones."
nity instead of joining a
Evans makes it clear he
Greek fraternity because his does not feel Egyptian fraresearch showed that frater- ternities are better than
nities started in Africa.
"I want this fraternity See FRAT page A9

BROWN AND
THE EARN AND LEARN ®PROGRAM
Some of the hardest questions students
face have nothing to do with classes. But
rather, things like, how will they pay for
college? UPS offers the perfect solution.
Through the Earn and Learn® Program,
students who work part-time at UPS can
get up to $23,000 in college education
assistance to help pay for the tuition, fees
& textbooks. Brown really does have the

•

answers to our questions.

WHAT CAN BROWN DO FOR YOU?'M
To inquire about Part-Time Package Handler opportunities

'\+.
I:"~r7

i/'"· ·.. .

at UPS-Burtonsville (14841 Sweitzer Ln, Laurel),
.

sign up on-line for a tour at:

" ii;j·- .. ..

.. '

www.upsjobs.com
Or call:

301-497-1064

Managing money for people ·
with other things to thi

AVAILABLE SHIFTS {All shifts are approximately 3-1/2 to 5 hrs daily):
Day· starts at 11:30am (Mon-Fri), Twilight· starts at 5:30pm {Mon-Fri),
Night· starts at 10:30pm (Mon-Th); 9:30pm (Sun), Preload • starts at 3:30am (Mon-Fri)

•
RETIREMENT I INSURANCE I MUTUAL FUNDS I COLLEGE SAVINGS I TRUSTS I INVESTMENT
Ellis Marsalis became a participant in 1990. TIAA-CREF Individual anrl Institutional Services, Inc., an4Teacbers'PtrSl)nal<
Investors Services, Inc., distribute securities products. © 2002 Teachers Insurance and Annuity A~~Oci8tio'11 : Col~ge
Retirement Equities Fund (TIAA-CREF), New York, NY. Ellis Marsalis was compensated.
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Part-Time Package Handlers enjoy weekends & holidays off, earn $8.50/hour, with increases of 50( after
90 days and 50( after one year, get as much as $23,000 in college education assistance through the ·
UPS Earn and Learn® Program, receive outstanding benefits (medical/dental/life, 401K) ·
and much more! Equal Opportunity Employer

The Hilltop
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A Plan to Help Deal with Terrorist Attacks
(BBC)- Top Nasa officials
have expressed concern over
the effect that privatizing the
United States space agency
had, as experienced civil servants were replaced by private
contractors in a bid to cut costs.
Ron Dittemore, the space
shuttle programme director,
and Jefferson Howell, director
of the Johnson Space Center,
both questioned the wisdom of
the move. But both men
stressed the problem of
dependence on private contractors had not compromised
astronaut safety, which they
said remained Nasa's priority.

Alamo Under
Siege by Termites
(Reuters)- The 250-yearold structure, where a small
band of Texas volunteers battled to the death against the
army of Mexican General Santa
Anna in 1836, is under siege
again- this time by termites.
"We have some termite
damage in the shrine, in one of
the windows at the top of the
shrine," Alamo Director David
Stewart said.
The Alamo is mostly made
of stone. The termites are
attacking wood beams and
window frames at the biggest
tourist attraction in Texas. The
siege of the Alamo lasted thirteen days and ended with a

By Ria Marie Davis
Hilltop Staff Writer

A memorandum from
President H. Patrick Swygert
outlining an emergency_plan of
action for Howard University to
deal with the threat of terrorist
attacks showed up in Howard
email accounts on February 14,
2003.
Many teachers and students alike had expressed concern over the fact that they had
received no word from officials
of the University as to a plan of
action to foster preparedness,
or to deal with a terrorist attack
should one take place.
One professor said, "I am
surprised that the University
has not yet told you all anything. What are we supposed to
do? If the alarms were to go off
now, where are we supposed to
go?"
Parents were alarmed at
the fact that their children had
received no guidance from the
University, and sent their own
tips to ensure their kids' safety.
Raziah Ahmed was one
such parent who took the initiative to ensure the safety of her
daughter. In an email entitled
"Personal Safety/High Alert",
Ahmed, who had also sent
advice after September 11, out-

By Ria Marie Davis

1.836.

Hilltop Staff -Writer

(AP)- Virtually every musical shut down Friday after their
musicians went on strike, and
actors and stagehands refused
to cross picket lines.
Nineteen shows, including
such big hits as "Hairspray,"
"The Lion King," and "Mamma
Mia!" went dark, and producers canceled all performances
through Sunday.
"They (the unions), unfortunately for theater-goers, have
turned off the lights on
Broadway," said Jed Bernstein,
head of the League of American
Theatres and Producers.
No new talks were scheduled. The contract between the
league and Local 802 of the
American
Federation
of
Musicians expired last Sunday.
"We remain ready and anxious to negotiate an agreement
but when they close the theaters and provide us with what
they are calling a final offer, it's
very hard to negotiate," said
union official Bill Dennison.
Shortly before the shutdown, Actors' Equity, the performers union and the Local 1
of the stagehands union
expressed their solidarity with
the musicians who walked off
the job Friday. The musicians
struck after producers vowed
to use computerized virtual
orchestras to replace them in
the pit.
"The virtual orchestra is
not a live musician- it's a computer program made to sound
like a roller rink," said
"Hairspray"
star
Harvey
Fierstein, who later joined
musicians in picketing.
The strike did not affect
plays, and such productions as
"Ma Rainey's Black Bottom,"
and "Vincent in Brocton" went

on as usual. Also playing was
the long-running revival of
"Cabaret," the only Broadway
musical unaffected because it's
. covered by a special contract.

gases.
A large sheet of plastic, or a
number of large plastic bags for
the above reason.
SCAN color copies of
important documents like your
VISA, Passport, I20 forms,
University ID Card, SSN card
and any official document with
your address, a record of credit card numbers, expiry dates
and phone numbers.
Some cash, including coins
for phone calls.
Matches ... it's still winter.
Mag light/ small flash light,
battery radio/ walkman, batteries, camera, screw driver or flat
edge tool for prying etcetera.
Advil, antibiotic spray/
tablets, plaster, ·h and towel.
Metro/ bus cards with
enough money on them.
And remember you may
have to help others too so be
prepared, and we pray that
there will be no need for any of
this. Love Mom"
Last week, the University
said it "completed and published
the
University
Emergency Response Plan
dated January 2003 after a
thorough review internally and
externally by DC representatives, and Howard University
officials remain in consistent
com1nunication with local gov-

US Captures Chief al

Mexican victozy on March 6,

No Show on
Broadway

lined a detailed course of action
in case of an attack.
She wrote, "As the world
seems to be heading for war, as
fate would have it, you are in
the HIGH Alert cities. In the
event of a disaster go to the
nearest Church, the nuns and
the priests will take care of you.
If you can travel safely, head for
cities where you have family
who are US or Canadian citizens. Keep their addresses and
telephone numbers handy, but
remember that phones could go
down, so do not rely on your
cell phone. Although I think the
memory will still store your
information, just in case, keep a
hard copy.
Pack a bag, your small
Pullman suitcase, or spare
knapsack and keep it handy
with the following items:
A large plastic bag inside
which you pack everything
before you put it in the suitcase
to keep your things DRY.
A warm, thin sweater, pair
of jeans, socks, change of
underwear, a scarf and protective eye wear.
A bottle of water, a bottle of
soft drink, granola bars, chocolate, chewing gum, nuts.
Waterproof tape(duct tape)
in case you have to seal off windows or vents from poisonous

Kuwaiti-born
Khalid
Shaikh Mohammed, identified
as the terrorist mastermind
behind the Sept. 11 attacks, and
one of Osama Bin Laden's key
lieutenants, was arrested last
Sat. by U.S. authorities during a
raid in Pakistan.
President George W. Bush
said in a speech on Tuesday,
"The man who masterminded
the Sept. 11 attacks is no longer
a problem to the United States
of America," and FBI Director
Robert Mueller told the Senate
Judiciary Committee that, "We
will never know the number of
lives saved by taking this man
into custody."
In the arrest, authorities
also discovered a dozen other
names of suspected al Qaeda
terrorists who had been placed
under surveillance in the U.S.
by the FBI.
But one government official
said "that even though some
names match, it does not mean
arrests are imminent, but there

Bush said "the terrorists are learning These are the photos being circulated
there is no place safe for FBI of Khalid Shaikh Mohammed.
them in this world.
fact that Mohammed has comThey're discovering that justice municated with Bin Laden
can arrive by different means at since the Sept. 11 attacks, but
any hour of the day or night."
they declined to confirm if such
Interrogators said some contact was recent.
progress has been made in
Now, whomever steps into
questioning Mohammed who, Mohammed's shoes will rocket
they said, "is talking some, but to the top of America's most
not providing much" and "has wanted lists.
moved away from citing verses
Saturday's raid also capfrom the Koran."
tured Mustapha Ahmed alOfficials also said there is Hawsawi- another "suspected
evidence which points to the

along with recommendations,
to the UN Security. In his latest
report, Blix noted that
Baghdad's efforts have been
minimal, also stating that, "It is
hard to understand why a number of the measures which are
now being taken, could not
have been initiated earlier."
The UN Security Council, on
the other hand, held their first
meeting to discuss the new proposal that Iraq has missed their
deadline for disarmament. The
proposal, put forth by the US,
Britain and Spain, could clear
the way for military action
against Iraq.
NATO (North Atlantic
Treaty Organization) is held in
a predicament. Turkey, a NATO
member, is along the Iraqi border, which has prompted the
US to transport military equipment and personnel to the bor-
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astermind
been pinpointed as the man

stage, is not enough for a government that has promised to
stop at nothing in its war
As the threat of war looms against terrorism and those
in the future, the US, the UN who harbor it. Colin Powell, US
and NATO will be watching the Secretary of State, speaking to a
moves of Iraq, as well as each Washington area think tank on
other in what may be the most Wednesday reiterated the
important political game of Bush's administration claim
chess in our times.
that Saddam's recent steps
The United States of towards disarmament were ,
America (US) has been con- "too little, too late gestures." He
vinced of Saddam's treachery is currently trying to secure at
for as long as any one can least 9 out of the 15 UN Security
remember. They have been try- Council votes to get a new resoing to get him out of power or at lution passed.
least to destroy his regime but
The United Nations (UN)
have so far been unsuccessful. finds themselves in the center
This time however, it seems of a delicate situation. The UN
•
that they will stop at nothing to weapon inspectors
are currentrid the world of what they con- ly carrying out their mission to
sider one of its greatest threats. ensure that Iraq is complying
Even the apparent coopera- with the resolutions put forth
tion of Iraq in disarming them- by the Council. Chief inspector,
selves, albeit at a very late Hans Blix, reports his findings,
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US-UN-NATO
By Sean Jackman
Hilltop Staff Writer

11
ernment officials to ensure a Campus Police or call 9 ·. .
cohesive, standard level· of
2. If you s~e a suspicious
preparation and response. Just package, report it.
today, Howard University
3. Be informed. Pay attenemergency planners, along with tion to the local news. If an inciofficials from area universities, · dent should occur, have a
met for a briefing with means of listening for instrucWashington, DC, Police Chief, tion (Radio, TV, Cable, etc.)._
Charles Ramsey."
4. Know your evacuation
The University also said on route from the facility, and
Feb. 14 it "expedited the publi- depart should the evacuation
cation of the University alarm signal be given.
Emergency Response Plan
5. Do not prop doors open.
which has been distributed via This allows intruders, who are
email to administrators, deans not authorized, to enter your
and directors. Distribution of facility.
the paper version of the
6. Close all windows. This
Emergency Response will occur saves energy and helps to conearly next week and informa- trol the emergency, if a fire
tion briefings will be scheduled should occur.
to orientate students, faculty
7. Carry your University ID
and staff on the plan and their card at all times.
responsibilities."
8. Notify a family member,
Thus far the University has friend, or roommate if you plan
issued the following "What Can to be away from your residence
You Do?" list "in response to for any length of time.
the nation's current high risk
In conclusion, the memostatus or Code Orange Threat randum read that "although no
Condition for terrorist attacks, specific threat has been identiwhich they say both Howard fled, we all need to make every
University and the city of effort to prevent an incident
Washington, DC, have gone to from happening and be pregreat lengths to plan.
pared to resolve an incident
should one occur. If you have
What Can You Do?
any questions, please call Carey
l. Be aware of activities
Baldwin, interim Associate Vice
around you and report any sus- President for Administrative
picious people or activity to Services at (202) 806-1002."

by the

regions
between
Afghanistan and Pakistan.
Bin Laden's son, seen as "a

rising force in the network, also
remains outside of the anti-terror coalition's reach."

Saif al-Adil, bin . Laden's
Egyptian chief of security and
intelligence who has been
charged PY US officials for his
role in the 1998 East Africa
embassy bombings and last
spotted in western Iran, has

with the resources to replace
bin Laden as head of al Qaeda.
Chief of al Qaeda's chemical and bio-weapons program,
Abu Khabab along with
Mohammed, alleged "to have
sought chemical and biological
weapons for use in terrorist
attacks," has been placed in
Turkey or northern Iraq.
Since Mohammed's arrest ,
authorities said the "chatter
level" has intensified but
sources are ambiguous about if
the "increased communication
is of al Qaeda operatives talking
about moving
locations. ' them
.
conversing about the arrest or
possible plans for a fresh
attack."
Mohammed has also been
linked "to the bombing of the
USS Cole in 2000; Richard
Reid's foiled attempt to blow up
an airliner with a shoe bomb in
2001; last April's bombings at
t~e El Ghriba synagogue in
DJerba, Tunisia; and the Bali
bombings in October."

der to better defend Turkey in machine, I think it needs to
case of an Iraqi attack. The US fo_cus on bringing more counhas accused NATO of being tnes closer to the alliance in the
'backwards' in their thinking hopes of increasing peaceful
for not helping them defend relations and stability in lesser
Turkey. However NATO is a de_veloped countries. I don't
defensive organization and think NATO should take
any
would rather not get involved in 0 ffi"l.
~la action regarding Iraq
military action unless they had until the UN Secun·ty C
.1
.
ounc1
to. As internal bickering runs makes its decisions. NATO is a
rampant, NATO's integrity as d_efensive body, not an offenan effective organization just sive one. No member state has
may be the first casualty of the been attacked or threatened by
controversy.
. Ira~. ~o take preemptive
. Pamela Zulick and Ji Hye action in Iraq would set a danShin (a South Korean native) gerous international preceboth seniors at Alleghen; dent."
College and both of whom proShin added, "I recognize
fess to know about the current the potential danger of Iraqi
situation, were in DC on the last
weapons of mass destruction
week of January for a NATO
and the Iraqi government's
conference in the Washington
r~fusal to follow the internaPlaza Hotel. Zulick stated
t1~nal norms. However, we def"Because the United States ha;
~n1tely should wait until the UN
acted unilaterally recently in its
inspectors finish their jobs and
war on terrorism, NATO has
report_ to the UN Security
been struggling to establish a Council."
new identity and status for
th Allegheny seniors are
.
Bo
itself.
Instead of a war against a war on Iraq.
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Maybe We Should Relocate
A Look at the World's Best/Worst Cities
By Jonathan Grannum
Hilltop Staff Writer
How docs Zurich sound?
Personally, Switzerland has
always held some sort of
romantic allure for me. And it's
the best city in the world to live
What more can we possibly ask
for? A free plane ticket I say!
But Jet's not get carried
away by this survey conducted
by the British arm of Mercer
Human Resources Consulting
last November. This data was
developed in order to assist
Mercer's clients employees on
international assignments.
The survey was based on 39
variables used to assess quality
of life, which included political,
social, health, education and
housing considerations.
Each variable was also
based on certain contributing
effects such as crime levels, law
enforcement and political stability, which were analyzed for
the determination of the safety
rating.
Unfortunately, we cannot
delve into the depths of what
went into the analysis of the
survey because that's something we would have had to pay
for. But, we can discuss the
results released to news groups
such as CNN, Globe and Mail

and the New York Times. Below
we have the cities at the very
top of the list and at the very
bottom. (Courtesy of The Globe
and Mail.)
In the final analysis,
Canada's cities did really well in
the survey with most of them
ranking ahead of more popular
cities of the world. Ottawa,
Montr~al and Calgary all
ranked ahead of such famous
venues as Tokyo, Paris, Seattle,
Boston, London, New York and
Chicago.
The survey was also broken
down into its various variables
with rankings in each. The
safest city in the world was
determined to be Luxembourg
followed closely by Helsinki,
Singapore and the three Swiss
cities of Zurich, Geneva and
Bern.
Unfortunately, we reside in
the most dangerous city in the
USA, Washington, D.C.
We therefore return to the
original question. Should we
move? I don't know. Why
should we? Because the statistics say we live in a dangt!rous
place? Maybe, but everywhere
you go there is some degree of
danger. Ha,~ng lived in DC for
any length of time, we as residents know and accept that
fact.

We may not like it, but we
Jive with it and act accordingly.
Wherever you travel in this
world there will be a difference
in the 'quality' of life, a change
in the amount of available
housing within a certain square
mileage. Does this really give us
a good idea of the best and
worst places to Jive in the
world?
Thus, these results should
not only be taken with a pinch
of salt but as a knowledge base
which will enable us to have
some idea of what to expect
when we travel around the
world; an idea which may
undoubtedly change once we
actually experience the city
ourselves.
According to my own survey conducted within my room,
at a 2:1 sampling ratio of
domestic to international students, I came up with contradicting results to those as found
by Mercer.
When asked according to
their opinion, which is the best
city to live in, my respondents
gave the following answers:
Greensboro, NC; Boulder, CO;
Miami, FL. To me, it's all perspective and for me, my 'city'
will always be Trinidad and
Tobago.

Zurich,
Switzerland- 106.5
points
2. (tie) Vancouver and
Vienna, Austria- 106
points
4. (tie) Geneva,
Sv,:itzerland, and Sydney,
Australia
6. (tie) Auckland, New
Zealand, Copenhagen,
Denmark, and Frankfurt,
Germany
10. (tie) Bern,
Switzerland, and Munich,
Germany
206. (tie) Nouakchott,
Mauritania, and Luanda,
Angola
208. (tie) Sanaa,
Arabic Republic of
Yemen, and N'Djamena,
Chad
210. Ouagadougou,
Burkina Faso
211. Khartoum, Sudan
212. Pointe Noire,
Congo
213. Baghdad, Iraq
214. Bangui, Central
African Republic
215. Brazzaville,
Congo- 28.5 points
1.

Eleisha John
interviews a rare
find in Granada:
a dreadlocked
Spaniard

The Last Testament
of a Spanish 'Rasta'

By Eleisha John

out the Spanish 'look' ... until I
saw them.
It was mid-January - very
cold - and we pedestrians were
walking fast (as cold pedestrians tend to do), when I was
stopped in my tracks by the
group of Spanish students passing by, talking, laughing...
sporting waist-length dread-

Contributing Writer
One can always tell foreigners; they spend two weeks in
one city and think they have the
whole country figured out. Sad
to say, I was no exception! After
a whole fifteen days in
Granada, I figured I could pick

locks and shrouded in the
unmistakable scent of "herb.•
Only this week did I work
up enough nerve to stop one of
these Spanish 'rastas.' Antonio,
19, is a graduating high-school
student in Granada. He agreed
to answer the questions I had
scribbled in my notebook. This
is his interview, re-written (to
the best of my ability). I hope I
haven't lost too much of the
shades of meaning in translation. When I felt I couldn't capture exactly what he was saying,
I asked him to write short
answers to be quoted directly in
Spanish:
EJ: lPorque decidiste lievar este pelo?
Why did you decide to wear
this hairstyle?
A: "Se trata de una cuestion ideologica y espritual... •
It's a matter of ideology and
spirituality. It's not just about
your hair being locked and tan•
gled, but combines everything
you know about dreadlocks,
and reveals you as you are, not
as others label you.

EJ: lY cuanto tiempo has
dejado que tu pelo crezca?
And how Jong have you
been growing it?
"Hace cuatro afios .. ."
Four years, and I've had to
be careful with the maintenance. It was more difficult for
me because my hair is not as
curly as yours. I do it myself,
but tl1ose who wear it for style
pay up to 15,000 pesetas
(almost 100 euros), or a little
less if they find an African to do
it for them.
A:

Pll01'0 BY I LUSHr\ JOIIS

Antonio, a high school senior In Granada, Spa in sported his
dreadlocks as a tribute to "those who live naturally."
However, now he has cut them off, stating that he would like
to start anew.

ria de este peinado? lPorque se
hiz6 popular aqui?
What can you tell me about
the history of this hairstyle?
And how did it become popular
here?

A: "Un simbolo de indigena
y hace referencia de la natu-

raleza .. ."
It became popular in
Europe through reggae. I
believe it's of African origin,
particularly from the ·selvas" of
the Congo and from Ethiopia.
The long hair was an indigenous symbol. I wear it as a reference to those who lived naturally.
&J: lY el uso de marijuana
es legal aqui?
And marijuana use is legal
here?
A: "Rebelde contra la policia y la autoridad..."
I consume it daily, to me

it's the same as taking a "manzanilla" (type of tea). We see it
is a way of defying the police,
the authorities. Although here
it's legal to have less than 4
grams, but it's illegal to carry it
in public in "bolsitas" (small
packs) for sale. Trafficking is
illegal.
After the interview,
Antonio confessed that this was
his last day as a 'rasta.' After
much thought, he had decided
to cut his dreads and start
again. The date was Valentine's
Day and the next day would
have been a full moon. He said
this was the best time to cut it. I
tried to convince him that this
was a sign not to, but we eventually agreed to . call this "El
Ultimo Testamcnto de un Rasta
Espanol"

EJ: lSabes algo de la his to-
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Global Politics
Maybe France
Knows Better...
By JonatJian Grannum
Hilltop Staff Writer
President Jacques Chirac
may be taking into consideration the fact that nearly threequarters of his people support
the use of France's U.N. veto in
order to prevent the US from
passing their latest resolution,
which aims to place a Mar. 17
deadline on Iraqi compliance
with Resolution 1441.
This is good politics. The
majority of his people are skeptical of a war \\~th Iraq.
That's what good politicians do, the will of the people.
Right? This politics thing has
me perpetually confused.
On the one hand, you have
your own idea of an ideal
politician who does what he
says and you support him
because he represents your
opmion of how the country
should be run and where it
should go. Then on the other
hand, you have politicians who
lie and cheat to get into office
in order to conduct business as
they would like, regardless of
its effects. But keep in mind,

Bulgarian
Billionaire Shot
(BBC)A prominent
Bulgarian billionaire has been
shot dead in the capital Sofia, a
day after he testified in the
murder trial of a former Prime
Minister, Andrei Lukanov.
Iliya Pavlov, the president
of Bulgaria's biggest industrial
holding, MG Corporation, was
shot on Friday afternoon outside his office and died shortly
afterwards in hospital.
"lliya Pavlov was killed by a
single bullet that hit close to his
heart," Bulgarian Interior
Minister Georgi Petkanov said,
adding that his several bodyguards were unhurt.
Pavlov, 43, was thought to
be the richest man in Bulgaria,
worth about $1.5bn (£933m).
His company employs about
10,000 people.
On Thursday, Pavlov gave
evidence in the trial of three
Bulgarians and two Ukrainians
accused of involvement in the
assassination of Lukanov,
Bulgaria's
first
postCommunist prime minister.

Bond Gets Free
Holiday
(BBC)- The British tourist
wrongly detained for three
weeks in South Africa has
accepted an offer to return to
the country for a free holiday.
Derek Bond, 72, was arrested when Interpol issued a warrant for his arrest at the behest
of the FBI.
The goodwill invitation was
offered by the KwaZulu-Natal
province's Tourism Authority
through Bond's Soutl1 African
lawyer. Attorney Waldo Thole
said: "Mr. Bond doesn't blame
South Africa or its people for
his terrible ex-perience and his
,villingness to return is an indication of this."
At the time of his release,
Bond received a call from
President Thabo Mbeki inviting
him for tea if he should ever
return to the country. He was
arrested in the belief that he
was a man wanted by the FBI in
connection witJ1 a massive
fraud.

there must be other forms however rare.
Where can we place
Chirac? With such limitations
as proposed in this article, I
guess that he would be the former, the ideal politician
(accepting of course that nothing is perfect).
TI1at would mean for his
people that he is doing the
right thing in this situation.
That is, taking a stand along
with Russia and Germany
against the USA, which is motivated by nothing other than
love, as Foreign Minister
Dominique De Villepin said,
"Really, we are so convinced
that America is taking such
risks for its future with this
Iraq cause...To act like I do,
you have to know how much I
love America."
As reported by BBC News,
some critics believe that he
may be simply serving his own
interests by concerning himself
with chasing French economic
interests in Iraq's oilfields.
Another theory is that
Chirac aspires to be remembered as a man of peace.
Confused as I have become
,vith all this talk of war and
peace, 'whys' and 'why nots,'
confronted with conflicting
motives and contradicting
stances, if we match Tony Blair
and Jacques Chirac in a face.
off, who would we choose as
the better politician?
Or better yet, who would
we choose as being the better
man? Can we compare them at
all?
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Former Peru
President Faces
Extradition

(BBC)- Interpol has issued
an arrest warrant for Peru's former
president
Alberto
Fujimori. Peru is seeking the
extradition of Fujimori from
Japan on charges of crimes
against humanity. He fled to
Japan two years ago following a
corruption and bribery scandal.
Fujimori, who was president between 1990 and 2000,
refused to meet the head of the
country's
Truth
and
Reconciliation Commission,
when he went to Tokyo to interview him. Fujimori described
the inquiry as a "circus" and
said it was trying to persecute
him.
Commission
chairman,
Salomon Lerner, countered by
saying Fujimori's refusal to
meet was an insult to the
30,000 people who lost their
lives during two decades of civil
conflict.

Europe's CometChasing Mission
(BBC)- The Rosetta probe,
which has been more than 10
years in development, ,viJI now
head for 67P/ChuryumovGerasimenko in February,
2004.
The remarkable mission,
which has so far cost £6oom,
,viii pursue the comet at breakneck speed and then attempt to
put a lander on its surface.
The first attempt to launch
Rosetta in January this year- to
Comet Wirtanen- had to be
called off when concerns were
raised about the reliability of its
rocket. Europe's Ariane 5 vehicle is currently grounded following the loss of a launcher
shortly after blast-off late last
year.
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You Should
Attend

I To promote career opportunities
in substance abuse related fields.
I To meet top practitioners, researchers
and scientists.
I To exchange information and to network.
I To increase awareness of substance abuse
on HBCU campuses.
I To expand the dialogue regarding
health disparities.
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Howard Alum Helps Homeless Prepare for Job Interviews
By Ashley Kelly
Hilltop Staff Writer

Annette Chandler's eyes
sparkle as she eyes the rainbow of suits that dress the
closet hangers.
Chandler is one of the
45,000 women each year
who depend on Dress For
Success to prepare them for
the job world.
Howard alumus Erika
Watson, executive director
of the Dress For Success in
DC, felt there was a need to
start a Dress For Success
Affiliate in the Washington,
DC area.
Dress for Success is an
organization that was founded in 1996 by Nancy Lublin.
Lublin's purpose for founding the women's organization
was in order to provide interview suits, confidence, and
career development to jobseeking low income women.
The first Dress For
Success office is located in
New York. From this office
74 other affiliates have been
opened.
Dress For Success of DC
opened its doors to clients in
October of last year.
All of the organization's
clients come as a result
of referrals from various
organizations, many of which
help women find jobs.

Currently, the DC office
of Dress For Success helps 35
women a month take flight
into the work force.
Watson, who formerly
worked in corporate America
as a human resources consultant, said she loves what
she does because her work at
Dress For Success doesn't
feel like work.
"It is like a ministry,"
Watson said. "I enjoy being a
blessing to someone else.•
Dress For Success does
not just provide suits for
women.
The organization also
provides shoes, handbags,
jewelry and hosiery for their
clients. All of these items are
made possible through donations from the surrounding
community and businesses
such as Avon, who donated
hundreds of packages of jewelry.
Watson said she is glad
to receive donations, but just
anything is not welcome at
Dress For Success.
"We want a suit that the
person would still wear, not
an outdated one that the person would never wear again,"
said Watson.
Watson said some people
don't understand this and
use Dress For Success as just
an outlet to clean out their
closets.

"Bring us one of your
most fabulous suits," said
Watson.
She said often the best
suits come from people
whom are either losing or
gaining weight and need to
get rid of their old clothing.
The donations that Dress
For Success cannot use are
boxed and donated to the
Salvation Army.
Women can only use
Dress For Success a maximum of two times. On the
second visit, they get additional clothing such as blouses, skirts and pants. The goal
of the second visit, Watson
said, is to prevent the clients
from having to spend their
first few paychecks on new
clothing.
The second phase of
Dress For Success, which will
start in May of this year, is
called the Professional
Women's Group.
This is a group designed
to break the welfare cycle,
which consists of women
hopping from job to job. The
goal of PWG is to help
women keep their jobs once
they are employed. Watson
said the group will provide
the women with mentors and
a chance to interact with
other women in their same
situation.
Volunteers from sur-

Natural Products Collective
Work For a Healthier D.C.
By Ashley Kelly
Hilltop Staff Writer

Pierre Hall speaks with
passion about his desire to
bring the community together by encouraging them to
eat healthier foods. But he is
no longer just speaking
about it.
He is doing something
about it.
Hall as well as six other
people in the DC area banded together in October of last
year to start a new organization called Natural Products
Collective.
NPC is an organization
that brings health food stores
together in an effort to help
residents in the DC area lead
healthier lifestyles.
The
current stores
included in NPC are:
Everlasting Life, Senbeb Coop!, Dar Es Salaam and
Secrets of Nature.
Hodari Abdul- Ali the
owner of Dar Es Salaam, said
the bond between the other
stores is a good thing when it
comes to purchasing products.
"When stores buy items
in bulk the companies automatically give us a discount,•
he said. "If we buy from the
same company, our discount
will be greater and "~II show
in how we price our products.
Instead of pricing something
at the normal $2.00, I can
price it at $1.75."
Although cheaper prices
bring about an advantage to
the stores in NPC, the mem-

www.lhe•n.Uuraltonc.com/ about.html

bers are most worried about
the unhealthy eating patterns
of their fellow Americans.
"Fast Food places such as
Crack Donalds, Murder King,
Taco Hell, and Wend-disease
are not selling us food, but
packaging us poison,• said
Baruch Ben-Yehudah, owner
of Everlasting Life.
In an effort to bring the
community and NPC together the organization has
planned events in order to
educate people about eating
healthy.
NPC is planning to host a
health seminar on Howard's
campus in April in order to
inform students about the
consequences
of
their
unhealthy eating habits.
This is not the only event
NPC has planned for April.
Hall said NPC is also
planning an art extravaganza
on Howard's campus that

will showcase the talents of
various Howard students.
Hall said NPC would be
working with Howard's art,
drama, as well as the radio,
television and film departments in order to put the
show together.
"The goal of the extravaganza will be to form a bond
between NPC and the
Howard community through
entertainment and promoting healthy eating habits,"
Hall said.
During NPC's forum and
art extravaganza, they plan
to attract student volunteers
to join them in their fight in
educating the community
about eating healthy.
Although NPC is currently composed of four businesses, it is still looking to
attract more, Hall said.
"Eating unhealthy food is
like putting bad gas in your

rounding colleges and the
community provide a great
deal of assistance to Watson.
The volunteers sort the clothing, handle mail and answer
phones, but most importantly, fit the women for their
suits.
Candice Lewis is a
Howard student and a regular volunteer at Dress For
Success. Lewis, a junior communication science and dis orders major said, "It s good
to give other women who
would not have the opportunity, without an organization
like Dress For Success, the
chance to feel and look their
best."
Chandler said Dress For
Success does exactly this for
h~r.
"It makes you feel better
when you have th e right
clothing ... it makes all the
difference," said Chandler.
As
Watson
helps
Chandler try on a tan blazer
to accompany her midnight
colored pants, Watson docs
not solely focus on factors
such as wh ether or not
Chandler thinks the colors
mesh well in the outfit.
Instead Watson makes
sure of one thing during the
encounter between the two.
"Do you feel good?"

Dress for Success owner Erica Watson helps Erica
Chandler find a Jacket for a potential suit. Dress for
Success was started In New York to help women In lowIncome households get suits, shoes and accessories for
job Interviews.

Business Briefs
It's a Doggy-Dog Life:
Pets Live it Up \Vhile
Others Struggle
Whill'
many
Americans struggle to
make ends meet as the
economy goes in the toilet, many pets are living
the good life. According
to the American Pet
Products
Association,
consumers arc .:xpected
to spend rough!} $31.5
billion on their pets this
year, up five percent from
last year, and nearly double the amount spent in
1994.
To help fill this need,
places like the American
Dog and Cat Hotel in Las
Vegas are popping up
across the country.
At the American, owners can rent s79-a-night
private rooms for their
pets.
Dogs' rooms come
complete with a color TV.
custom beds and room
service offering gourmet
dog biscuits and bottled
water. They also offer
\'ideos such as 101
Dalmatians and Lassie for
the pooches· viewing
pleasure.
Cats are offered a
three-story condo, including a stained glass covered penthouse. Feline
perks include made-toorder
sushi.
(abcnews.com)

Want to write for Business?
Contact Marryann at
(202 )806-6866
March 11, 2003
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Farnlers Abandon
Shrimp Industry,
Turn to Jellyfish
As
the American
shrimp industry falls prey
to cheaper exporters,
many shrimpers have
begun to turn to an Asian
delicacy :,jellyfish.
Shrimp. once a profitable industry within
itself, has fallen on hard

times, with prices now as
low as $3 a pound. As a
result farmers like Greg
Boone have- made jellyfish
farming a third of his
total revenue now.
At six cents a pound,
Boone harvests as much
as 40,000 pounds of cannonball jellyfish a day.
Only a few shrimpers
trawl for jellyfish, a practice that industry heads
say is merely a sign of
desperation. a way to
make ends meet. But this
desperate practice is profitable, as people from
countrie,; like Taiwan,
.Japan and China happily
gobble up the meatier
American varieties of jellyfish. (AP)

Caribbean Nations
Hurt by Economic
Blacklists
Many
Caribbean
nations, formerly burgeoning financial centers,
have been struggling to
stay afloat since the
Group of Seven Financial
Action Task Force and the
Organization
for
Economic Cooperation
and
Development
released blacklists almost
three yea.'s ago.
The blacklists were
released in mid-2000 as a
means to stop tax evasion
and money launderers.
The OECD released a list
of 35 countries in Europe,
the South Pacific and the
Caribbean that were
havens for tax cheaters.
The FATF's list detailed
countries that were uncooperative in battling
money
launderers.
However, many small
countries say that it was
more an act of fiscal colonialism r:ithc•r than a way
to catch business criminals.

Countries like the
Bahamas instituted strict
banking regulations to
avoid being blacklisted,
while countries like St.
Vincent
and
the
Grenadines still remain
blacklisted . Blacklisted or
not. however, almo~t all
Caribbean countries have
felt the pinch.
It is <'stimated that the
Bahamas h •s lost clo-sc to
70 percent of then· bank~
in the past three years, a
big blow for a servicesdependent
country.
(Reuters)

Betting Sites Flourish
as People Place Bets

on Current 11' ents
As the events around
the world seem to be edging closer and closer to
the scary and absurd,
online betting sites like
betonsports.com
and
tradesports.com are cashing in on people's betting
urges.
,vhilc online betting
websites get most of their
revenue from
sports
events, owners are seeing
more bets on cnrrent
events. For example, in
the past three weeks,
betonsports.com
has
taken between 8,000 to
10,000 bets on Saddam
Hussein
and
war
prospects for a total of
over ~750,000 in bets.
Bets include wagers
on whether Hussein will
"travel to Calcutta and
take up Mother Teresa's
torch," or "join the
Backstreet Boys and tour
with Elton John."
Bets also include more
frivolous
bets
like
$15,000 worth of bets on
when Michael Jackson's
nose will fall off. (abcnews.com)
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W Fall 2003 General Registration Wl
th

th

Monday, March 24 - Friday, April 4
7am - Midnight
SCHEDULE
DAY

DATE

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

March24
March25
March26
March27
Nlarch 28
March29
March30
March31
April 1
April2
April3
April4

CLASSIFICATION*

..

I

nd

Senior /2 year Law
st
Junior/1 year Law
Sophomore/ Exchange- Unclassified
Freshman -Unclassified
Graduate
All Students
All Students
All Students
All Students
All Students
All Students
All Students

I,

*If you are not sure of your official classification, please refer to B.I.S.O.N. Web.
•!• Students are required to meet with their academic advisors for discussion and approval of
proposed course selections before using HU B.I.S.O.N. 202-986-1155 or B.I.S.O.N. Web
(www.howard.edu).
•!• ·Students must meet all prerequisite requirements.

•!• Special procedures are required for all LLM students before registering (see your advisor).
•!• Students should print their schedules from the Web in a campus computer center,

•!• First deferred payment for Fall 2003 is due August 1 2003.
1

ALTERNATE PINS REQUIRED
School of Education
All Students
Division of Allied Health Sciences
Graduate and Undergraduate
Division of Nursing
Undergraduate
School of Business
Cumulative GPA less than 2.0
College of Arts and Sciences
Cumulative GPA less than 2.0
You must see i our advisor or our alternate PIN!
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CBC Chair, Elijah Cummings Speaks at Charter Day Friday
CHAIR from A1
"My father has inspired me
to go beyond my means to do
my best," J. Cummings said.
"He has always told me that my
best was all that was required of
me. Every one of his words has
a touch of vision. He is a mentor, father, and my friend."
To a standing ovation,
Cummings began his Ch4rtcr
Day address.
"Our calling here at
Howard is to create an America
that is dedicated to justice and
inclusion," Cummings began.
"This great university exists to
develop human capability and
express the beauty that lies
with every human soul."
Cummings told the audience of the two reconstruction
periods African Americans
have participated in.
"The first reconstruction
was one immediately after the
Civil War," Cummings said.

"During the first reconstruction
of America, Howard University
was created for the specific purpose of leading Americans of
color out of an imposed culture
of servitude."
Cummings said that the
first reconstruction did not
meet its lofty goals so there ,vas
a need for another reconstruction- the Civil Rights movement of the 1950~ and 1960s.
"When the Supreme Court
ruled in Brown vs. Topeka
Board of Education that racially-separate education is inherently unequal and unconstitutional," Cummings said. "That
ruling provided an essential
foundation for America's second reconstn1ction movement,
but it is time for the third wave
of reconstruction."
Cummings said that segregation in America has not
ended if children in the public
school system are not taught
equally.

"In my district there are 13
computers for 1300 sh1dcnts,"
Cummings said. • In the neighboring districts there is a computer on every desk. My eighth
grade students arc still reading
books that say that Jimmy
Carter is President, but are
expected to pass a standardized test. There is something
wrong with this picture."
Martin Luther King's
philosophies and ideologies
were also a major part of
Cummings' speech. Cummings
asked the audience what message would King's legacy have
B LF. PIIOTO
for the leaders of our time.
"Dr. King would caution Elijah Cummings spoke at
America's current leadership Charter Day Friday.
that our highest national principles demand less reliance
upon
military
power," disease."
Cummings contended all
Cummings said. "We must
Americans, not just African
invest in a foreign policy that
Americans have to work
would make this nation a full
towards social, political, and
partner in the world's struggle
economjcal equality.
against poverty, violence, and
"Most poor and sick chi!-

dren in America are not Black,"
Cumm ings
said.
"Most
Americans who cannot afford
health insurance are not Black.
And most of the children who
are being denied an empowering education are not Black. We
must never allow the virus of
racial division to infect our
vision of what it means to be
human beings."
Cummings admonished
students as well as faculty to
never give up hope and their
spirit.
"When people give up their
spi rit
they
are
dead,"
Cummings said, "We can fall
but we have to get back up. We
can be tired but we cannot quit.
We have to stand for the rights
of all humanity here in America
and throughout the world." •
Students and faculty alike
were encouraged by the Charter
Day address.
"During my first Charter
Day I really did not pay atten-

lion that much," Leroy
Johnson, a senior biology
major, said. "The message was
thought-provoking
and
touched on every aspect of the
situations today."
Christine Green, a junior
biology major, said that she felt
that Cummings' message paralelled King's philosophies.
"His [Cununings] message
said that we should include
everyone Blacks, Whites, and
everyone," Green said. "We are
not going to win the war unless
we include everyone."
The history of Howard
University also was exemplified
at the Charter Day program.
"Charter Day h elps us focus
on why we are here," J.J Pryor,
Howard Uni\•ersity spokesperson, said. "The significance of
why we are here. Students arc
the future and it is important
that students know and continue the struggle."

Hussein Amnesty Hosts 'How to Make a Negro Forum'
Says U.S.,
U.K.
Liars
NEGRO from A1

HUSSEIN from A1
about Iraq's weapons of mass
destruction." He also said that
"the embargo against Iraq
should be lifted totally and
comprehensively
after
America's
motives
were
revealed to the world and after
Iraq abided by Security Council
resolutions."
Hussein also demanded
that the Security Council
denounce the U.S. and Britain
as "liars," strip Israel of its
alleged weapons of mass
destruction and force it to pull
out of "Palestine and occupied
Arab land." The U.S. and
Britain have by thls time racked
up a considerable military presence in the Gulf region and
have continuously rejected the
exclusion of military action if
the new resolution is not supported.

Greg Carr, keynote speaker
and professor in the African
American Studies Department,
commented on the energy and
spirit displayed at Tuesday's
walk- out on the war. He also
spoke of the Willie Lynch letter,
the disenfranchisement of colored people and politics in
America.

"You make a negro by severing [their] links of memory," Carr
said.
He emphasized how critical
it is that people know their history, "We didn't just descend from
heaven in shackles."
Iro Osaigbovo, junior clinical
laboratory science major, performed spoken word at the
event. The title of her piece was
called "Promise." In it she eloquently and boldly spoke of glob-

alization and the realisms of the
Willie Lynch letter.
"I hope to gain a better
understanding of what is affecting Black people now and how we
can empower ourselves to reverse
those effects, and start moving
toward a position of power,•
Osaigbovo said.
Shawntel Hebert, junior
public relations major, attended
the forum for more insight.
"I like to bear a lot of historic

conversations or lectures to get a
better understanding as where
we as African Americans have
been and where we are now."
Hebert said, "I feel that being
active, educating yourself, taking
a stance and acting on tliat stance
is most important."
The closing speaker for the
night was Njoki Njoroge Njehu,
Director of the Enough Network
from Kenya. She spoke of the
injustice happening around the

Ac.c ording to financial aid

LOAN from A2

staff members, because applicaspecify if they are employed,
where they are employed, how
long they have been employed
and must state their yearly
income.
Personal information including: name, address, identification
number, and anticipated graduation date, membership in any
professional organiz.ations, plans
for the next two years, additional
educational loans being received
and four personal references
must be specified on the loan
questionnaire.

tion reviewers are extremely stJict
and e.xpect for all of the requirements to be met, it is not easy to
obtain an emergency loan. On
average, less than so percent of all
loan requests are approved.
If loan applicants have outstanding balances from previous
semesters, a credit balance on
their accowit, a GPA of2.o or less,
are returning students, are not
registered, or are on academic
probl\tion, it is likely that their
requests will be denied.
Loan applications usually
take between five to seven work-

ing days to be processed. After the Interest rates for these loans do
loan request has been approved not exceed four percent.
Students may also get a hold
and processed, students must
report to the Office of Student placed on their account, which
Financial Services, room 218 of will prevent them from registerthe Administration Building. If ing and viewing their grades
tlie borrower does not report to online, if repayn1ent is not
this office within ten business received by the designated time.
Some students said that they•
days, the emergency loan will be
canceled.
were not aware that the emerRepayment is expected with- gency loan existed and that it
in 30 to 60 days but no later than should be better publicized.
Student
Loan
the end of the semester in which However,
the loan was received. Depending Specialist, Kim foreal, who works
on the source of the loan, if repay- in the Loan Office, argues that
ment is not made by the end of based on the large number of
tlie semester, the student will be requests that are made, students
charged
monthly
interest. are definitely aware.

•

riculums and take time to help
children to learn.
•we [teachers] have to be
,vi!liog to make that sacrifice for
our children," reading specialist
Emily Washington said. "Bad
educators bring trauma to our
children and condemn them to

die. If we don't turn it around no
one else will."
Charles Finch, author of
"African Background to Medical
Science,• said educators are there
to plant the seed of change.
"It took five hundred years to
take away the culture of Africans,"
Finch said. "it will take another
five hundred years to correct that.
We will not see that solution in

our lifetime, but if we plant that
seed then we have been success-

ful."
The educators thoroughly
enjoyed event and were energized
by tl1e panelists.
"Sometimes teachers are low
and need to be reenergized, • reading specialist Lauren Butler said.
"'This conference allowed me to
do just that. This conference

taught me that all children can
achieve when teachers teacli. •
Principal Paulette Bell Imani
said she was grateful to be in the
presence of such great equcators.
"I wish that tl1e rest of my
staff could have been here to hear
what tllese educators had to say,"
Imani said. "'They were truly awe-

possible through the contributions of the Fund for Academic
Excellence, Howard University
Office of the Provost. Other supporters were: Jean Bailey, Center
for Drug Abll!;e; D. Ettyce Moore;
Departments of Curriculum and
Instruction,
Educational
Administration and Policy and
Foreign Languages.

some."
The conference was made

Egyptian Fraternity Shines Light on Howard
FRAT from A3
Greek o n es. He feels it's
important for Black people to
b e educated in the way of
t heir ancestors.
Evans also says the purpose of Shemsu-Heru is to
educate Black men ''on the

tenets of honesty, integrity,
and [being] men of our
word." He also points out the
importance of respect fo r
women, being "custodians" of
the environment, and having
knowledge of th e physica l self
in order to better understand
the spiritual self.
However, it has been

something of an uphill struggle for Shemsu-Heru lo get
started.
Evans cited roadblocks
that prevented the fraternity
from getting its charter sooner.
"It appears that there
were administrators who
were members of Greek fra-

ternities who were blocking
the full fruition of this organization on campus.•
It wasn't until Evans
called the vice-president
before things started to run
more smoothly. ShemsuHeru was officially chartered
last month on Lincoln's
birthday.

Sbemsu-Heru also has an
auxili ary sorori ty, Sh esmuAst Shemsu-Heru will host
an interest meeting in the
Blackburn Center Forum
tonight at 7 p.m. for all those
interested in joining.

Got a story idea?
.. Contact The Hillrop at (202)806-6866!
March 11, 2003

For more infonnation about
Amnesty International, email
HowardAmnestt;@aol.oom.

Emergency Loans Help Bridge Financial Gaps

Conference on Teaching Held at Howard
TEACH from A2

world and the poverty. She concluded with reading two quotes
that challenged the audience.
"\Ve have nothing to lose but
our chains... [and] it's not the
words of your enemies, but the
silence of your friends. Confront
the silence that keeps you from
acting and get involved,• Njehu
said.

The Hilltop

"It seems to me that a lot of
people know that emergency
loans are available to them.
Furthermore, if a student is truly
in need, !lien they will come and
find sources of funding themseh·cs without it having to be
,videly publicized," said Isreal.
"We are interested in attracting
those students who are truly in

need."
For more informa tion o n
Emergency Loans, students may
visit the Office of Financial Aid,
Scholarship
and
Stude nt
Employment or call (202) 8062820.

Penny
Pincher
Comes to
Howard
PENNY from A2
include
the American Savings
Education Council; Jumpstart
Coalition; National Foundation
for Credit Counseling; Sallie
Mae; District of Columbia Small
Business Development CenterHoward University; Pn1dential
Financial; Congressional Black
Caucus Fom1dation; Visa USA
and Cobb, Basilio & Partners,
CPA
The official Penny Pincl1er
Contest coincides with the
financial planning seminar. The
contest has been developed to
reward students who have used
innovative metl1ods to make
financial ends meet, and to generate awareness concerning the
importance of financial man•
agement.
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VOTED NUMBER ONE IDEAL EMPLOYER.

PricewaterhouseCoopers was voted the number one ideal employer in the 2002 Universum
Undergraduate Survey of more than 4,000 business students and the number one
recruiter in our profession in the 2002 Emerson Company Campus Recruiting Survey.

www.pwcglobal.com/lookhere.

Look beyond the numbers.
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'God's Trom·bones' Plays;Loud in Ira Aldridge
premise of each bible story·
the same, changed the perspective a bit.
"God's Trombones," a
· "The Creation," which
production presented. by the tells of th,: creat ion of the
Department' of Theatre Arts world and its inhabitants,
premiered Thursday.
personifies God, describing
The production is based his actions in a way that
on
the . book
"God's makes him seem more
Trombones: Seven Negro
human. This particuSermons in Verse" by James
lar act features a
Weldon Johnson and retells
comical Geonard
some of the bible's more
Butler as the
preacher,
popular
st ories
dancers Tony
jncluding:
The
~
Creation, Noah Built
Thomas and
Tammy
the Ark and the
Prodigal Son, as well as
.
Hurt, performt wo other sermons entiing graceful and
tled "The Crucifixion" and
gravity-defying choreog"Gb Down Death: A Funeral raphy, as Adam and Eve and
Sermon."
human representations of all
The production, which the things God created
began promptly, opened with including the heavenly boda beautiful and flawless per- ies, portrayed by a woman,
formance of the song " Lord whose puffed out hips,
We Need To Know" by draped in free-flowing silk
Danielle Withers. The crystal garb, prances around with
clear fluidity and breathtak- the sun and the moon with
ing quality of Withers' voice her hands held high at each
left the audience silently side.
spellbound and set the t one
'Isaiah Johnson repre for a high-quality, talent- sented plant life, carrying a
filled production.
large elaborately designed
Next, the six preachers "tree top" whjch cover ed his
(narrators) were introd uced head, and left bare his chisto the audience; each one was eled chest, representing the
uniquely characterized. Each tree's bark.
preacher delivered the serThe produ.ctio n overmon and narrated the partic- flowed with creative and
ular scene in his or her own sophisticated costuming such
unique rhetorical style.·
as these.
As ti\e preachers wer e
The rendition of " Noah
introduced, a masked group Built The Ark" was nar rated
adorned in colorful African by barefoot preacher Ayana
t ribal garb and headpieces Wylie, who, dressed in a
graced the stage, moving in cream-colored gown and
sync with the throbbing bass- · head wrap, gave a spirited
laden selection, which as well and emotional port rayal of
as t he rest of the score was an earthy godmother who
performed live by an orches- experiences the pain of suft ra housed in another section fering animals and knows a
of the theatre.
storm is coming by the feelJames Weldon Johnson, ing in her bones. ,
while keeping the basic
Isaiah Thomas gave a
By Eboni Simpson
Hilltop Staff Writer

White
Lessons
By Jozen Cummings
Llfe and Style Editor

k

Last Friday's release o
"Bringing Down the House," st&-;
ring Queen Latifah opposi
Steve Martin has stirred contro-'
versy in the black community.
Latifah plays Charlen
Morton, a newly sprung convict
who fools the stuffy divor
lawyer, Peter Sanderson (Steve
Martin), through an internet dating service. In exchange for
Sanderson•~ services as a lawyer
Morton promises to help him
repair the broken relationship
with his kids.
Many have seen this plot as a
canvas to spew racial epithets at
black people, which has left th
black community upset. In addition, "Bringing Down the House•
is might be criticized by organim
tions sueh as the NAACP, just like
last year's comedy, "Barbershop.•
The funniest thing about ·
controversy is how the bla
community, fearing white people
1,-ill see all blacks in the samei
f)lgbt, ehastises a character like
Charlene Morton.
This is somewhat under
standable, since everything
know about white people,
learned at the movies.
The following are just a few
examples of what I'm talking
about
All white men in hig
school want to lose their virginity before they graduat8,
In the movie "American Pie,• four
white high sehool seniors make
pact to lose their virginity before By David Johns
Hilltop Staff Writer
they graduate higi\ school
'Anything less would be unaccept
All too often films attempt to
able.
recount tales of the drug culture
All white women
nosy, and can't leam to plaguing many inner cities.
Some attempt to excavate
'leave well enough alone. We
beneath
the surface and address
all know black people are the first
the
social
and political introducto die in horror films, but at least
it's due to a situation beyond tion of drugs into those commutheir control. White girls, on the nities. But few actually' manage
to find the balance between fanother hand, always have to go
where a sound is comjng from, tasy and reality.
Director Bnice Brown's
and then f:Iy to negotiate th ·
"Divided
City," shows his drive by
way out of a brutal slashing with
combining
the in1pact of drugs
their breasts.
upon
the
hip-hop
culture and the
White people have grea
Willie
Lynch
letters
with the
jobs, but their family f
nation's
capitol
as
a
backdrop.
sucks. In "Bringing Down th
House" Steve Martin's eharacter Brown delivers a realistic portrait
is a prime example of how a suc- of the inner workings of the drug
cessful lawyer can only find it game and its affects on families,
relationships and a people's
within his career.
White.people like drugs, innermost hopes for a better
and lots of them. "Rules of future, in spite of it all.
"Divided City" marks the secAttraction," "Trainspotting,
oi;id film venture for Brown, fol"Requiem for a Dream" an
lowing "24/7 (Streetwise)." He
"Blow" were all films that had
largely white cast, and an eve
produced the film with the basic
larger amount of drugs.
and essential ingredients of
The only sports white script, actors, three crewmempeople are good at are base- bers and a location.
ball or hockey. Just go to any
'There's two Washington's,"
video store and count how m;i Brown says. "You have the White
baseball or hockey movies fea
House, the Capitol, the federal
blacks. And if you can find on
government, and all the tourists
black person, that's about it. No in one part.
This is the
further proof is needed than "Th
Washington that is methodically
Mighty Ducks" series, and
ingrained
into . everyone's
ball movies such as "Majo
psyche. Then you have D.C.
League," • Babe," "A League o
Poor, black and carefully hidden
Their Own" and "Rookie of the from America's consciousness
Year."
even though: we make up nearly
Looking at these movies and 70 percent of the city's populamany others has helped me deal tion."
with the way my people are porShot on location throughout
trayed in cinema. I figure if white D.C., "Divided City," a coµven•
people can come to a conclusio
tional fet intense drama, follows
about black people through wba
the exploits of two budding
they see. in movies, then blacks Queep Pins on the drug scene,
can do the same thing.
Alexis and Mercedes.
The centrality of two female

magnificent vocal per form•
ance, as well as the ensemble
that depicted the sinning
· townspeople who cleverly
and comically ridicule Noah
in song and dance.
The third sermon, per. formed solely by preacher
Daphne Sharpe relates a
woman's loss. Sharpe's commanding stage presence
relayed her feelings of sadness and anger resulting
from the crucifixion of Jesus.
On the verge of tears
throughout the whole sermon,
Sharpe
received
resounding applause.
The Funeral Sermon,
which was narrated theatrically t hrough movement and
dance by Tony Thomas and
others, told story of death
and the hesitation of a spirit
in crossing over to the aft er life.
·
·
The final sermon, The
Prodigal Son, is the story of a
sheltered
country
boy
(played by Kevin Woodson),
,,•ho believes the time has
come for him to journ~y outside the confines of his parents' home and experience a
new life.
·
This scene features an
abundance of soulfully performed songs by p reacher
an d father Kevin Green,
mother (Kathi Walker) and
prodigal son
Woodson.
Especially charismatic is the
duet t it led "Don't Leave Your ·
Father's House," where Kathi
Walker's voice, reminiscent
of R&B singer Kelly Price,
wiis highly instrum'e ntal in
relating the emotions of the
scene.
Walker captivated the
audience with a voice that
told the complete story of a
mother who is fearful, saddened and angry at the possibility of losing her youngest

.
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D.C. Film Sheds New Light

,,.

H.,..NI Uomnlt(• c.u... •f Am •"4 _ ,
Olvlsltatf f1HAltl / o,,....... .f RHtreArh

Music by Raymond Reeder
& William Hubbard

Directed & Choreographed
by Mike Malone

IU ALDRIDGE THEATER
General Adrnlsskln: $15.00
Students & Senior attzens: $8.00
(except Sat, Eve)

March 7 • 8, 2003 at 7:30PM
Morch 12 • 15, 2003 at 7:30PM
March 8 & 15, 2003 at 2:30PM

r« More lnlonnation: (202) 806-5462
PHOTO COUATESY OF HU THEATER DEPARTMENT

Howard University theater dep,rtment will soon wrap up
production on "God's Trombone."

son. Kevin Woodson, either a
well -learned actor or a "natural," was a joy to wa tch as be
depicted a misguided young
man with candor and comical
genius
Supporting cha't'acter s
such as the conniving
temptress, the Judgment day
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preacher, the three sluts, and
the beggars, lepers and pigs
added to this scene vivid
color comedy and completeness, making it a personal
favorite . "God's Trombones"
is a spectacular must-s ee theatrical event.
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HU'sownNWT
Rhymes on Wax
By Jozen Cummings
Life and Style Editor

Grade:B
drug dealers is a refreshing
departure from the typical black
male angle'USed in both black and
white movies.
Additionally, the film takes
an introspective look into · the
lives of women who are forced to ·
deal with the problen1s of comm;mding a multi-million dollar
drug trade while attempting to
hold on to a semblance of their
female sentiments.
The movie is fast-paced and
attimesveryfunny. Butthisisno
comedy. "Divided City" is a
poignant portrait of the violence
that is reality for manywho'know
life on the streets of D.C.'s divided city.
"That movie was just too
real," Howard University student
Candyce Paiz)or said. "I have
lived in D.C. all of my life and its
sad but that's the reality of these
streets."
The film spared no expense
presenting the realities of .the

drug culture. The fi.lm e.xplored
the relationships that drugs foster behveen those who sell and
those who use while following
intricately woven lines between
those whose lives are affected on
both sides of the equation.
"I loved it," filmmaker Bill
Gardener said. "It was rough seeing it on the screen and I don't
know if it's reaJJy like that in D.C.,
I am from D.C. but I would like to
think that it's not like. that in
D.C.."
From . the twisted relationship behveen two street hustlers,
Peanut and Lil'. Jimmy, broken
when Peanut decides to sleep
with Lil' Jimmy's mother in
exehange for crack, and to the
looming presence of the white
puppeteer Mr. Lyneh, Brown
works to drive home the importance of questioning thereality of
the world in which we Jive.

other effort s often lacked
structure and sounded like
random freestyle sessions.
On "Vol. 2" the same
formula is used but with
greater success. Songs such
as "Double X" featuring
Freddie Thumps and the
slick "Dip Wit Me,• by
MoScrilla show growth by
utilizing the verse-chorusverse structure.
Other highlights include
the albums first track "We
Came for That," and
"Cuzzin," both by Don Juan,
On the latter, the New
Orleans MC u ses a flow
that's so laid back it can be
called lazy: The track's hollow flutes coupled with a
soulful. syncopated drumbeat match DQn Juan's flow
perfectly. The lyrics are
filled with references t o
street life, but the groove
wilJ slow' anyone's pace
down and is the perfect
soundtrack for cruising in a
car.

Since it's inception in
Nation
Wide
Takeover
(NWT)
Entertainment has attempted to show off the best in
Howard University hip-hop.
Their first two releases,
"s Minutes of Fame" and
"The Best of HU Vol. I," was
respectable efforts, but
those ,vho listened could
t ell Nwr's musical efforts
were still a work m
progress.
Now with t heir latest
· release, "The Best of HU
Vol. II," NWf is showing
progress is being made in
the r ight direction.
Everything from the
quality of sound to the flows
of the artists has improved
drama tically. By lifting
beats from popular hip•
hop songs already avail- See NWT page 82
able to consumers, NWT's
2001,

Run Off and New Elections to be Held Thursday
ELECTIONS from A 1

hard to reach the students and something has to
be done to ensure a sense of
fairness to both them and
the s tudent body."
Grievances
filed
in
response to the elections
process were discussed in
the meeting. These included candidates not following
elections guidelines, last
minute changes to ballots,
inadequate staffing, long
lin es and the small number
of voting machines.
While
undergraduate
trustee candidate Silas
Card well said he was left off
the ballot in the School of
Engineering,
Rasheem
Rooke, associate director of

Student Affairs, said he saw
the list of candidates on the
ballot in the . School of
Engineering, and Cardwell
was on the list.
Cardwell never filed an
official grievance to the
elections committee and
said he thought someone
had filed on his behalf.
However, with the possibility that Cardwell was left
off, the Assembly voted to
re-do the undergraduate
trustee rac'.?.
Spencer Chenier, a representative from the School of
Education, said there was
no legitimate reason to
completely re-do the undergraduate tl'ustee election.
"There was no proof of

any of the accusations,"
Chenier said. "People are
basing their decisions on
hearsay."
Althqugh the Assembly
voted to elect a new e lections chair and co-chair,
they did not decided any
specifics on how the new
committee would be run.
No budget has been set,
nor have any guidelines
been re-evaluated. The
committee members, all
representatives in the
General Assembly, may nor
may not be paid.
Stefanie Brown said the
elections committee had to
be relieved of their duties
so elections could be run
smoothly and it was the

responsibility
of
the
General Assembly to take
action.
"The problems with elections are a result of negligence on the part of the
general
assembly
not
approving accurate guidelines from the start and not
establishing checks and
balances sooner," Brown
said
Larry Brown said he is
confident the new elections
committee will be able to
pull of an election on
Thursday with no problems.
"I've been in General
Assembly for two years, I
know the elections process,
understand th e bureaucra-

cies and know how to get
things done," Brown said.
"I'm confident the staff can
pull off elections on
Thursday."
Of the grievances discussed at the meeting, two
of the will be appealed.
Cunningham said he is
not
happy
with
the
Assembly's decision to
relieve him of his position.
"The General Assembly
made an uneducated decision," Cunningham said.
"Neither myself nor my
committee were a loud to
present what actually happened on election day."
He said he thinks the new
committee will have trouble
learning how to run elec-

tions within a number of
days.
There will be a HUSA policy board meeting on
Wednesday.
Ashley Mcfarlin, chair of
the HUSA policy board said
if it were found that General
Assembly acted inappropriately at the meeting, issues
discussed and subsequent
decisions would be taken up
at the policy board meeting.
"Decisions will be left up
to about five or six people
[rather than representatives
from each school] and that's
ridiculous," Mcfarlin said.
Charles Coleman stands as
the graduate trustee elect;
there will be no run off for
that position.

Elections Breaks 'Contract' With Team Platinum for $500
PL ATINUM from A1

give back to Howard and
lessen the burden of the candidates and the General Elections
committee,• Bacon said "The
advertising [of our business]
was a bonus but as businessmen, the contract that we
signed was not fulfilled."
"The
contract
was
approved and signed in good
faith," Team Platinum member
and senior electrical engineering major Kwaku Gyabaah said.
"[We have had] a good working
relationship with Cunningham,
but nothing has been done as
itemized in the contract."

In fact, the contract drafted
by Cunningham was never
valid in the first place. Under
the constitution, General
Council must approve a newly
created contract; the contract
between Team Platinum and
Cunningham, while approved
by a legal team on behalf of
Team Platinum, was neither
presented to nor approved by
General Council's office.
As outlined in the Howard
University Student Handbook
(H-Book), (section VIII item 22
regulating student behaviors)
"students as individuals or representatives of student organizations arc prohibited from

entering into verbal or written
agreements of contracts that
bind, obligate, or create liability for Howard University."
Team Platinwn gave $500
dollars to Cunningham the first
week of Feb.
"The first three weeks
nothing happened," Team
Platinum member and senior
political
science
major
Lawrence Garrett said. "Every
time l spoke to Cunningham it
was in the works or something
was supposed to happen."
"l was initially aware of the
transaction but had little to do
with it because [Team
Platinum] was donating funds

to General Elections - not
transferring money into the
existing account," Howard
University Student Association
financial advisor Ja'Ron Smith
said. "Outside funds didn't
require the involvement of
HUSA [or myself] as applicable
to general elections - it's just
like getting extra money donated as ready cash ... [it had nothing to do with] the account."
Garrett requested a refund
of the money donated after
Cunningham failed to follow
through with any of the contractual obligations agreed to
in the contract between Team
Platinum and the Elections
Committee.
"Corey said he had no
problem refunding the money,"
Garrett said.
The illegality of the contract drafted by Cunningham
presents a problem in Team
Platinum's attempts to secure a
refund of their money.
"As far as I know, [the
Elections Committee] didn't
meet any of the obligations paying for public relations
costs, flyers and other ex-penses," Smith said.
"[Team
Platinum] is put in a bind
wanting a refund but I can not
write a requisition for a refund
without an itemized receipt of
expenditures - the refund will
have to come from the individual they gave the money to."
Cunningham insists Smith
is responsible for handling the
situation.
"l entered into a contract
with Team Platinum and it is
now null and void," said
Cunningham. "During the
timeline of the entire contract I
have been under the advisement of Ja'Ron Smith, financial
advisor of HUSA, who has been
knowledgeable of the situation
since its origins."
"At the present time, the
Election Committee has not
received a formal grievance
from Team Platinum," Public

PHOTOSYCHAN0RA ANDERSON

Team Platinum said General Elections owes them S500.
Relations director for General
Elections Meredith Moore said.
• Additionally, UGSA has not
received notification of the dispute, ifit has not been filed, it's
not a grievance, it's just a complaint."
While General Elections
could not further comment on
the nature of a formal grievance, the nature of the dispute
falls between the verbal and
physical contract between
Cunningham
and
Team
Platinum.
"The contract was made
between Corey Cunningham
and Team Platinum and will be
handled as such,• Moore said.
Although Team Platinum
has not filed a formal grievance, they expect Cunningham
to resolve the matter.
"Cunningham said that he
would subm it the necessary
paperwork for to reimburse
Team Platinum and it has yet to
happen," said Garrett.
General Elections maintains a hands-off policy with
regard to the dispute because
no formal communication
between General Elections and
Team Platinum has ensued.

"It's not about slandering
[Cunningham's] name, we can
separate business from personal relationships, we just want
the contract to be fulfilled,"
Gyabaah said.
Wbile the nature of the
transaction is negotiable, this
incident is added to a growing
list of complaints against both
General
Elections
and
Cunningham.
General Elections had a
surplus of $900. dollars for
public relations costs that was
not used.
"They may have used some
of it for silver lining costs but
[General Elections] still has at
least two-thirds that wasn't
touched," Smith said.
General Assembly was initially budgeted for $10,000
from Student Activities. The
money was used to pay for election machines and other
expenditures. The majority of
the money went to stipends.
Smith stated that $7,000 of the
allotment was used to fund the
stipends of General Elections.

NWT Rhymes on Wax
SPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING ON
TUESDAY, MARCH 25H AT 7:30PM AT
LOEWS GEORGETOWN
311 1 K St. NW

Stop by The Hilltop Office at 2251 Shennan Ave., NW
on Friday, March 21 or Monday, March 24 between
10am - 5pm to recieve a compilmeotary pass for two to see

HEAD of STATE
One pass per per,on. While supplies last. No purchase neccessary.

OPENS IN THEATRES MARCH 28
B2

from the Clipse album "Lord
Willin") Kane's rough and
rugged lyrics are clear and
Don Juan makes another
focused
and she holds her
appearance later on "Make it
own
on
the
track.
Bounce," with label mate
The
only
downfall on the
Chucky. Once again Don
album
is
probably
the lyrical
Juan's flow rides the words
content.
Knowing
most
of the
on top of the beat, making
artists
featured
on
"Vol.
II"
his flow the chief percussionare also pursuing degrees at
ist of the song.
NWT's lone female artist, Howard, the credibility of
Erika Kane, also makes an lyrics about gunplay and
impressive showing on her thug life is almost none.
Nobody is say ing to
freestyle "Who's That."
rhyme
about flowerbeds, but
Using one of the
l
know
these MC's have done
Neptune's more complicated
more
than
lived life on the
beats ("Comedy Centrnl"
streets. If it weren't for the

NWT from B1
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title, no one could tell they
are actually getting an education.
But even this setback is
small, and many students
probably won't mind all the
songs about thug life. For the
most part, "The Best of HU
Vol. 11" is definitely the best
of NWT thus far.
"The Best of HU Vol. 11"
is available now in the
Howard
University
Bookstore. Additional information can be found at
www .na tio nwidetakeover .co
m.
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Robert J. Mil · o Graduate School
of' M
age ent
d Urb
Poli

Earn a Mas1:er o:f Science degree in:
• Health Services Management and Policy
• Human Resources Management
• Nonprofit Management
• Organizational Change Management
• Urban Policy Analysis and Management
Ph. D. degree:

•

Public 6 Urban Policy

.Program Concentrations in:
• Strategic Hcaltt1 Management
• International Policy 8 Program Managc;ment
• Community Development 8 Nonprofit Management
• Housing 8 Community Development

Courses Available:

• Finance 8 Economic Development

On- Line·
Day and Evening •
Saturday·
Site-line (1/2 on-line and 1/2 in-class) •
Degree and Non-Degree·

• Workforce Development
• Social Policy

.

call for ir1formation 212- 229 - 5150
72 Fifth Avenue. New York., N.Y. 10011

www.newschool.edu/milano/

Howard Delicatessen
Is Now Providing Tax Preparation Service

DAYREf
2612 Georgia A venue, NW
(Across from HU School of Business)

Walk in or call to 1nake an appointment today!
(202) 332-5747

·r ax Preparation Services are Reviewed by a CPA fro1n
TSC Enterprises
Visit TSC Enterprises on the Web @www.l040.co1n/tsc
TSC Enterprises Specializes in:
Rapid Refunds ♦ Electronic Filing ♦ Individual Returns ♦ Small Business Returns
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How Hollywood
Sees Black People

'P\eqse.

\it

Recently, there has been starring in a soon-to-be- pie.
much controversy over the relcased film entitled 'Head of
It is sad that not only are
new film 'Bringing Down the State,' which ridicules the pos- black people accepting these
House' starring Queen Latifah sibility of a black man in the roles witl1out resistance, but
and Steve Martin. Queen White House. The sad part is we are paying the money to go
Latifah's character is
see these films that
a loud, ill-mannered
aim to make us look
and utterly classless
stupid.
woman that conAre we beginning
firms this stereotype
to accept
these
of Black women. The
images of ourselves?
movie reminds us
Are we content with
that our struggle is
We n eed to stop conjorming being seen as a peofar from over.
ple who only eat
to the age-old stereotyp es
Not much has
chicken, drink malt
changed since the
liquor, and listen to
associated with black
days
of
rap music?
Reconstruction
We should never
people.
when white audibe comfortable with
ences cheered the
these stereotypes. As
racist film 'Birth of a
Howard students, we
Nation.' These types of films that such a movie would be should be the ones who aim to
are still being made. Perhaps it released right around the time defeat these images. We
is not as blatant, but the mes- that two blacks (Al Sharpton should not support movies
sage is still clear: Blacks are a and Carol Mosley-Braun) have that we know are not accuratesubclass with laughable ten- announced their plans to run ly reflecting who we are. These
dencies.
for presidential office.
portrayals are unacceptable. It
There are several examThe movie "Barbershop" is up to us to strive to change
ples of Hollywood's stereotyp- was yet another film that re- the way Hollywood has estabical portrayals of black people. inscribed the common stereo- lished the black character.
Chris Rock and Bernie Mac are types assigned to Black peo-
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Elections Still Miss the Mark
Any suspicions lhat the polls once again this week.
and subsequently have to be
elections process here at
With all the money that approved by the General
Howard is a debacle were is made available to fund Assembly. We could not
confirmed last Thursday. It elections, coupled with all agree more.
seems as if this year's elec- the time allotted to plan for
Certain things should be
tions have been one calamity elections day, · there is no mandated, such as a certain
after another since
number of voting
day one.
booths in each
First, there was
school. Moreover,
the
uncertainty
the
Elections
about who was runChair should be
ning and who was
available to speak
There no excuse for the
not. Then, there was
to
candidates.
the cancellation of
There
should be
disorganization of elections
speak outs followed
established office
by a general feeling
last Thursday.
hours stating his
of
uncertainty
or her availability
towards the candiand this person
dates' ambiguous
should have to
platforms.
excuse for what happened on comply with these hours.
On Thursday, when stu- Thursday.
With
non-negotiable,
dents went to vote, these
Much of this mess is due standing guidelines, elecissues proved to be precur- to the poor leadership of the tions will undoubtedly run
sors to the real trouble that Elections Chairman; howev- more smoothly.
was in store for the 2003 er, changes should be made
We cannot wait for the
elections.
in the framework of the elec- day that the elections are run
Not only were certain tions process.
more profes sionally and in a
candidates' names left off
The Policy Board has well-organized
manner.
the ballot, but there was also suggested to H USA that Hopefully, next year we will
insufficient voting booths in guidelines for elections not be burdened with the
schools and thus, extraordi- become permanent. As it redundancy of yet another
narily long lines. There is a stands, the elections guide- elections mishap.
good chance that we may lines are submitted by the
have to make our way to the newly elected chair each year
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You Don't Have to Live in Fear
The shooting of two fresh- roundings and try to make wise from enjoying our college e.werimen Howard students a couple choices to prevent putting our- ence.
of weeks ago was a sad and selves in harm's way. These
Also, it is largely our responfrightening occursibility to watch
rence that left many
out for our own
Howard
students
safety. We know
feeling
uneasy.
that we go to
Despite this unfortuschool in a big-city
nate incident, it is
environment. Part
important for us to
of living in a large
In spite of the unfortunate
not live our lives in
city
such
as
fear.
Washington, D.C.
shootings that occurred, we
Many students
is the existence of
were understandably should resum e our normal lives more
crime.
shocked and a little
Knowing this, we
shook up by the
should not be
instead of living infear.
shootings. We know
walking around
that this could have
Georgia Avenue in
happened to any number of us. shootings were not an isolated the wee hours of the morning,
As a result, many students feel incident that could only occur at and we should definitely not
that Howard is an unsafe envi- Howard. These things happen walk alone. We should make our
ronment Though it is natural to everyday, even on college cam- own well-being a priority.
feel uneasy after something like puses.
These are things we can do
this happens, it is unreasonable
It is not Howard that is an to protect ourselves. Most importo think that we are all unsafe unsafe environment, but rather it tantly, we must realli.c that often
now.
is the world. Sadly, we do live in a things happen that should not
Crime is everywhere. There world where innocent college happen. We should not start livis no way to run away fi;om freshmen can be robbed and shot ing in fear and staying locked in
potential danger. The only thing while waiting for a taxicab. We our dorms. Enjoy your Howard
we can do is be aware of our sur- cannot let this fact inhibit us experience and
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A Different World

Charter Day Not
What Was Expected
David Johns

Daily, I am asked about my
decision to study here and how I
perceive the differences between
Columbia University and Howard
University.
These inquiries have sparked
this weekly column.
This, of course, is but the perception of the world from a student engendered in a 'Majority
Environment.'
Keep in mind thatthesevie-.vs
are not intended to proclaim a
mastery over anytliing nor an
attempt to assert a sense of superiority in my opinions - I am simply calling 'em like I see 'em.
Enjoy.
It's not that I had any e.xpootations of what Charter Day
should or should not have been,
but whatever I held in the recesses of my mind certainly wasn't
what I experienced Friday.
There is something to be said
for the preservation of tradition,
but many of the 'traditional' practices presented during Charter
Day just seemed fundamentally
out of place.
Beginning with the processional music "The War March of
the
Priests''
by
Felix
Mendelssohn,
continuing
through the 'operafied' rendition
of • Ain't Got Time to Die; the
preservation of traditional
European standards seemed to
trump any associations of African
or African American traditions.
Felix
Mendlessohn,
a
German romantic composer, is
praised for his clarity and adlierence to classical ideals. The same
classical ideas are touted as being
born in Euro-centric settings, but
evidently borrowed and amended
from African origins.
While this music played, the
university faculty filed into
Cramton in order of tenure and
pl"CStige.
There was a ten-minute lull in
the procession when a second

wave of distinguished university
officials emerged and took their
above and facing tJ1e rest of tJ1ose
seated in the auditorium.
The practice of speaking from
an elevated podium to a crowd is
in itself Euro-centric. replacing
the African tradition 01 communal
conversations of circles, which
allow for communication without
factious le-.·els and titles.
It was interesting to see the
attempts by President Swygert to
equate tlle cultural practices of
Americans
and
African
Americans.
When it came to the two
anthems, the star-spangled one
received full attention. right
hands held over hearts and the
entire song recited from memory.
Meanwhile, the Black National
Anthem was cut short, two verses
shy of being complete, and many
Black Americans, including
President Swygert, found comfort
in tJ1e copy of the Antliem printed
in the program.
The program overall was
rousing and powerful. The
keynote speaker was preceded by
a heart-felt introduction from his
daughter, Jennifer J. Cummings.
Elijah E. Cummings presented a
moving and poignant address that
centered on the plight that we as
Americans and specifically Black
Anlericans face.
. However, the inspiring message, encouraging Black solidarity
and unity, was quickly passed
over as an afterthought as the
Negro spiritual•Ain't Got Time to
Die" was sung as if it were an
Italian Opera. Being born in the
twentieth century, I cannot sayfor
certain, but I find it hard to believe
slaves would have sung tliat song
in tlie mamier it was on Friday.
As with all tJ1ings, my e.l(]lerience at Charter Day is a personal
and relative one. Coming from a
'Majority' institution, one could
make tlie conjecture that I am
accustomed to and look-ing for
things associated witli a 'white'
school. However, my perceptions

---------------

Queen Latifah Making Huge Mistake
James Blanton
Is it just me or was anyone else shocked to see
Queen Latifah in previews for
her upcoming film with Steve
Martin entitled "Bringing
Down the House?" From
what I gathered in the previews, the movie involves an
uptight, rich, middle age
white man (Martin) who is
recently divorced.
After a mix-up while
attempting to get a date off of
the internet, he finds out that
his onlinc match was not
exactly what he was looking
for. He has gotten himself a
sassy, tacky, loud, rough, finger in your face waving, and
any other stereotype you can
think of "sista." She moves in
and teaches him to dress and
act "hip hop" and to loosen
up so in the end he can
reunite with his wife and
kids.
Now the idea of the
movie not only made me
smack my forehead in disgust, but it seriously made
me question why in 2003 we
are still tolerant and accepting of these images of black
people on television and in
the movies. I am highly concerned with the image of
Black America. Though I am
not the official spokesman on
what is offensive to black
people, I can spot some non sense in black face a mile
away.
Among the many things
of Charter Day are rooted in tlie
exact opposite. It is rare tliat we
as African Americans have places,
traditions, or customs we can call
our own. I don't think it too farfetched to hope· one of those
places would be a Historically
Black institution.
But at a program designed to
honor the founding of Howard rooted in tlie practices and original influence of white men maybe things are as they were
intended.

that irk me about the premise
of film is that one can tell
that ii was written by and for
white people. The bland
humor and situations hardly
seem as if they were meant to
attract large black audiences.
I unapologetically feel that
only white people would
want to see Steve Martin
"kicking it with the homies"
in a sorry attempt to revive
his career.
The most disappointing
aspect of this situation is that
they took one of strongest
sisters in entertainment and
made her into a clown for the
amusement of millions of
white folks. I for one expect
more from Queen Lat ifah.
This woman promoted black

pride, femininity, and afrocentrism in the late Sos and
early 90s. This is the same
woman who starred as the
strong, hardworking magazine editor Kadejah on the
show "Living Single." The
Queen also recently hosted
her own nationally syndicated talk show.
My question is how d id
the Queen's agent talk her
ilito doing this role? I saw
he: "Behind the Music" special, and I know she's not
strapped for cash. She seriously needs to rethink her
acti ng career and what
images she wants to portray
in the future.
So as I part, I throw up
my
middle
finger
to

Hollywood and "Bringing
Down the House.• Wh ile I
realize that what is insulting
to me may not be insulting to
others and vice versa, this
bull has go t to stop.
I
encourage all thinking black
folks to avoid this movie and
others like it, and encourage
you all to rent Robert
Townsend's
"Hollywood
Shuffle," the 1987 classic parody of the portrayal of black
people in movies. Peace.

James Blanton is a senhistory major from
Cleveland, Ohio. He can be
reached
at
Theoboom@yahoo.com .
ior

The Hilltop is on Your Side!
If you are agaillst the flew housing RSVP policy, here is your
chance to get your letter read by 1tie1t1bers of the Board of
Trustees. Tear out this letter and drop it off at The Hilltop office
located on the Plaza level of the West Towers. Or mail letters to
2251 Sherman Ave NW, Washington, DC 20001, Attn: The
Hilltop, or submit online at www.thehilltoponline.com. Letters
will be personally subttzitted to the Board of Trustees.

Tales from ''A Woman Scorned''
To the Howard University Board 0JT111stees:

N. Janette Williams
Over the past couple of
months, as I have recalled bitter
love stories of my past to friends,
I have been told I "sound like a
woman scorned.'' I completely
resented the comment and my
reaction to it was immediate
denial, but the more I thought
about it, the more I realized tllat
there might be some truth to that
statement.
Since I have arrived at
Howard, I have had a myriad of
experiences witli the opposite
sex. After each situation ended, I
can recall being utterly disappointed, each time reminding
myself tllat good guys just don't
exist. I can't tell you how many
pow-wows my friends and I have
had ranting tliat there are "no
men at Howard."
Like many women, we wanted a little lovin'· and were bitter
when we were unable to find
guys at Howard willing to provide that (for more tlian une or
two nights).
The more I e.xan1ined my situation, the more I started to realize that maybe it wasn't the guys
I was dealing witJi, maybe it was
me. In my quest to "find love" I
was making faulty decisions. I
was starting to deal witll any guy
who came my way, even if I wasn't particularly interested, believing tJU1t if I didn't, I would never
be in a relationship.
How distorted my views
were! The men on Howard's
campus are not trilling - our
campus is graced with intelligent,
caring, attractive men - I just
had to realize I couldn't be bitter
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about encounters not working
out, when I was cl1oosing the
wrong type of guys.
In all honesty, most of the
guys tJ1at I've met are good people; none of tllem were good for
me. I, like so many women, was
trying so hard to just be in a relationship I neglected to think
about all of the tJiings tJiat make
up a successful relationship.
I an1 starting to realize tllere
are many inlportant things that
must be done before someone
tries to get into a meaningful
relationship. It is imperative to
know who you are and what
kinds of things you stand for
before you try to enter into a relationship witJ1 anyone else. The
popular saying "If you stand for
nothing, you'll fall for anything,"
is very true.
It is also necessary to know
how to find happiness and fulfillment in yourself so tJ1at you are
not dependent on someone else
for these things.
Bill COsby once said, "If you

know what you want, you will
recognize it when you see it." I
wasted a lot of my time on guys
who obviously wcrcn't my type
just because I didn't know what
_qualities I wanted in a person.
The last thing: it is essential
to learn is tJ1e art of "letting go."
If a situation is not working for
you, it is best to learn how to
accept it for what it's worth or
just le-ave it alone. Trying to
move on is hard, but it can save a
lot time and heartache.
Following my epiphany, I
decided to take a break from tlle
dating game.
Now I have a lot more time
on my hands. I still look forward
to the day when I will have a
meaningful relationship, but in
tlle meantime I run living my life.
Of course, every once in a while I
feel like "a woman scorned" but I
can honestly say that it doesn't
affect me. I've fow1d too many
oilier tllings to be concerned
with.

I am a Howard University student and I believe the newly implemented
housing policies are unfair and unjustly implemented.
The Howard University Student Association has attempted to work v.11h Interim
Dean, Franklin Chambers and Residence Life on certain issues concerning housing,
but alas the students' concerns have not been taken seriously and numerous policies
have been implemented with little regard for the interest of students.
I believe all freshmen and sophomores should be guaranteed housing. Howard
University attracts students from across tl1e nation and the appeal of the university
e.xtends internationally. It is unreasonable and absw-d for underclassmen to be
forced to find off campus housing while adjusting to university life and the rigors of
academe at Howard.
Additionally, the residents of the West Towers should have 24 hour visitation
privileges reinstated. There have been no major incidents that would justify the continued abandonment of this privilege.
Moreover, Residence Life has imposed a new RSVP policy that awards selection
privilege to students with higher GPAs and student involvement. I believe the policy creates a caste system. It has also been poorly organized and planned, as demonstrated by the equal point distribution for full-time employment and participation in
student organizations.
As a student at Howard University, I demand that the aforementioned policies
are revoked.
Furthe1more, a committee should be established to oversee the implementation
of Residence Life policies and insure that student voices are heard and the interests
of students are protected with future policies.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Sincerely,

Name

Student ID #

The Hilltop
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All HILLTOPICS
are due, paid in full, the
Tuesday a nd Friday
before
publication date.
Announcements by
campus or ganizations for
meetings, semi nars or
nonprofit are charged $5
for the first 20 words and
$1 for every additional
five words. Individ uals
advertising for the purpose of announcing a
service, buying or selling
are charged as local companies with a rate of $10
for first 20 words and $2
for every S words
thereafter. Personal ads
a re $2 for the first 10
words and $1 for every
additional S words.
Announcements

Spring Break

For Sale

Want to Get Away?
Well
Let Us Help You!
SPRJNG BREAK 2003 is now
Offering
the Lowest rates to
sponsored by Sludent Express!
Africa, the Carribean, Asia,
Cancun, Acapulco, Mazatlan,
Jamaica, Bahamas, South Padre, Europe, and vaxcation packages
all over the world. Wilh a
Las Vegas, Florida, and lbiLa:
mutilingual travel agency speakBook early and get FREE
ing English, Spanisb, French,
MEALS!
Kiswahile and more, we will
Student Express sponsors the
understand
where you wanl to
BEST PARTIES and is
go. Call Us For Your Travel
NOW HIRING salaried Sales
people, Campus Reps, and On-site Needs! Call Your Travel Agent
Slaff. Contact www.sludentex- Today@ (301) 231-8190 or email
cyta@erols.com
press.com or
1-800-787-3787 for details.

Personals
SPRING BRE,\K! Cancun,
Acapulco, Mazatlan, S. Padre,
Jama!ca, Florida, Bahamas
#1 parties with exclusive appearances by OJ SKRIBBLE and
SHAGGY!! Reliable air and best
hotels. Call 800-787-3787 or visit
www.studeotexpress.com
for details.
#1 Spring Break Free Trips,

Drinks/Meals Lowest Prices
Partiesw/MTV/Jerry Springer
Featured w/MSNBC/Travel
Channel
Better than ever!!

www.sunspJu btours,com
l-800-426-7710

,ve ca n't help you ct paid'
'·.-Ilia-........
~
if we ilon't knon rou:re.,,
•~
having proJ1le~s!
. ( f yo11; u ~ ! _,~l!!_ff..w.Iiter/£Cl0:'
tributing~ r.u~,and haV£.!.l ~f
tiecn pajcl...£Onl'\cl tb1;Jlusi;:.
ncss ollkc al (202)468-4749.
If no ·one is 1hcrc. leave a
mcssaagc. If Y<?.u_'vc n1mplc1cd all ·paperwork (taking

=•Ii,.,• . ~.•,.

:i,i•'

Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco,
Bahamas, Mazatlan, Florida,
$Padre. 110¾ Besl Prices!
Book Now & get Free Parties &
Meals!
group Discounts. No" Hiring
Campus Reps!
1-800-234-7007
endlesssummertours.com
Attention Spring Breakers Travel
Free 2003 Free trips, drinks &
meals Party w/ MTV Hottest
Destinations Most Reliable

www.sun1plashtoua.com
1-800-426-7710

([be J\nelent an1l No6le Or der a'.i
'he-Shemsu•Reru
O!lfe !llllowers oflHeru a eruellc
(l!gyJ>tlan) based

ntl'rnity

iVe ~ O!AAlwa_ys wo1tdue:d 1tl)y
£he.re wasl!0tcJ1D1Egy§t1:ti:i
.raternijy'!on ea:nwu!'l
Well, nonder no nton!

Spring Break 2003
Travel "ith STS, America's #
I Student Tour Operator.
Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco and
the Bnhnmns!
LAST MfNUTE SPECIALS!
SAVE UPTO $100 PER
PERSON!
Jnformalion/Reservations
1-800-648-4849/
www.s1st ra, el.com

dlb.e~dent<11nd Noble Sbcrusu[hou have come t QJ)emi(p lie
e!ln!Howal'il 3 Oa111td'ne.
CfYtilll Jhatcllffllnte1:esteI1, ,om
he!FOl'UlllJn\Blaolllruw~ .

\1JlooJim, Ojjlarfk1P11te"In Wre
cttnt an& Noli!e ruffer of lire
htlllsu-lluu s loairgurlll

lllb ~~ ffii.q'llj: .SlSO
l'ln.ll '- JU. fS'.lO

•
•
•
•

Individual attention trom experienced Und,:-rwrrters and Team Leaders
Clas'SJ'oom. ,-..elf-study, Internet. caso study, and on the-Job learning
Und,...-wr1t1ng. business. marketing, and entrepreneurial skill dc-velopment
Ability to reloc-..at.- at th end of thu proaram r,;,qurred Relocation
oppcrtun1t1e m ,y t--~ tn $ ndy Si:,, ong or Hunt Valley, MD: Charlotte. NC:
l'ttant1, GI\
You may quallfy with:
• A strong academic record (3 0 GPA or above)
• Excell-,nt u'al/Wrltten commun,cat,on sko Ifs
• Strong analytical. judgement. and dec1s1on making skills
• Initiative. energy, and creativity
• A Bachelor's degree rn business. t, nance 01 rnsurance ( prclerr<>d)
Our profoss,onals enjoy excepllonal oonefots rnclud,ng health/dentaVmedtcal
1ns1SanCB. adoption assistance. pension plan. quick-vest,~ 401K, profit
sharing, tuition reimbursement. c~ed,t unron. ix-rsonaVhornr,/auto insurance.
and mor<' For consrderatron pl,·as,, forward your r<> ·ume tc, ,our centralized
resume proc,,s,;1nR loc..it,on Montjlo mery Insurance. Attn: Human Resou rces.
4600 Park Road. Suite 500. Chari otte. NC 28209: E-mail: hr@monta;om91Y-lns.com:
Fax: <704) 521 ·8509. eoe. m/flct v
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MID ATLANTIC
DISTRlBUTORS/
ANO
PUBLIC ADDRESS
BY AMERICANS OF MUSLIMS
LEADER & BUSINESSMAN

WE ALL JUGGLE
TI-IE SAME RESPONSIBILITIES.
\, E L [ \ . L \ \ I 11 R r 't () l

IMAM W. DEEN MOHAMMED
TOPIC: SECURING OUR
SHARE lFTHIS MATERIAL
WORLDFULFILLING OUR ECONOMIC OBLIGATIONS
DATE: SATURDAY, MARCH
22,20003
Tll\lE: 10:00AM-6:00PM

LI\' F.

\Vc'rt all bu ..> mctting h(e·~ Je.tdlincs ,md lOmmitmenr-..
As your ~ood neighbor .,gent, I cliln lend a hand wi1h your
1n~ur.:mcc

!soO

)'OU C:•lll concenn':ltC on ,he re-1 of your life.

Count on me £or an your car, home. hfc and hc-.thh 1ru,·tmmcc
needs. Call me tocby.

Max J ames, LUT CF
2301 G~or~l.l Avtn\lt N\V Ste R

WORKSHOP
(STARTS AT 10:00AM)
DISPLAYS
PUBLIC ADDRESS
( FREE, doors open al 2:30pm)
FASHION SHOW &
WORK- SHOW(Entry FeeS20)
Time: Doors open at 12:30pm
STUDENT FEE SIO
LIGHT LUNCH
AND MORE

\Vashanglon. DC
202-J]Q,0005

UAII JA i •

LIKE A GOOD NEIG H BOR

P016ll

A

STATE FARM I S THERE.'"

l,•lr ,Uffl C ~ •
~l d lt l-41"" hnlHll..<4' ( ,'+'ttP, l'IJU • lf<J<
ot,a.-,, n!"'°""t1t,1th•II.

rrbftC!i

For more lickets/informatio11,
call: 301-894-0822

11,m, cit I>)
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Undeiwrlter Trainee Pr02ram

• 6-9 months of training on our Sandy Spring, MO h•ladquarters

JUMAH PRAYER WILL TAKE
PLACE
ON FRIDAY, MARCH 21STAT
12:30PM

mo Wiffitfl· r.!DQU

M({0\1]

Entl'y-Level

HOWARD UNIVERSITY
BLACKBURN CENTER
WASHINGTON, DC

es'a11y Mart'hUltblbeghuilnl

11~11

Your opportun ities for succ..ss "" greatly ,inhancc.-cl when you start out nght.
receive top-notch support, and ,Jre provided with the tool~ you need to grow
That's >exactly what our U ndv-M ,ter Train,, Proe1 ,m ,s all about
You will ,ice, •J(,;, ale your fptura with :i lc,g .,,J.,,y 1eg1onal leader who represents
a comprehensiv!O me< of both Pc.-r:,onal and Comm~rcml Insurance. with an
emphasis on Commercial bu:,;rnoss sales You will also join a member of the
Liberty Mutual Group, shar,ng the resources of one of the largest multr-hne
, nsurers ,n North Am<snca

rcquisi1ion 'fonns
p~yr~II ·.
on 41h ,st'.. c·t cj arid s1ill .

~- ,• . -

# I Spring Break Vacations!

Making a quick and powerful
start makes all the difference.
Ready, Set. Go!

Stay tuned to the Muslim
Journal for more details.

n ~ bacon,

l1i

To all my staff that bolds it
down ... You are the best.
Stephanie, Kerry, David,
Maya-- thanks for everything!
l)ft~n
{lJm! ,~
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HILLTOPICS
Classifieds ivith
A d-itude!
(202) 806-4749
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Help Wanted
Tutor Counselors nre needed for
a six-week
Summer residential program
(June 22 10 August 1, 2003)
Juniors, Seniors, Graduate students with proficiency
in one or more of the following
areas should apply:
Mathemalics, Science, engineering, Computer, Science,
English or Spanish. Applicants
must have a 2.33 or better GPA.
Sl700.00 plus room and board
included
Applications are available:
Howard University TRIO
Programs
Undergraduate Library
Room L-41
(202) 806-5132
Application Deadline is
March 28, 2003

Jo.sef. i,:ood job hl)llll? out
the paper! Your form needs
work but you'll impnn-e
owr ti~:-} Phase 1 o{ EiC
Jozen- thanks for holding
down the twice-a-week joint.
Shani• thanks f or all your
help!

To all mJ v riter; v·ho stiffed
me-- ,ou an fi~i. Jeizen
All that trash U talk U real•
ly can back it up...J osef
Copy Editors- Thanks for
reading. We know your
eyes get tired....
Minah, Krys, Marcy,
Chacara,Aiyana, Ice, &
I haven't forgotten you- DJ

The HiJJtop

By Any mean, nece,,a,y
1001-1005
March 11, 2003

